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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Friday, 8th February, 1924. 

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber at Eleven of the Clock. 
Mr. President in the Chair. 

ELECTION OF PANELS FOR STANDING COMMITTEES. 

ELBCTION OF THE STANDING COMMITTEES FOR THE HOllIE AND INDUSTRIES A1iD 
LABOUR DEPARTMENTS. 

1Ir. President.: I have to infonn the Assembly that up to 3 0 'clock on 
Wednesday, the 6th February, which was the time fixed for receiving 
nominations for the four Standing Committees to be attached to the foW" 
Departments of the Government, only eight nominations had been received 
for each of the panels for the Home and Industries and Labour Depart-
ments. As the panels 'will consist of nine Members each and only eight 
have been nominated, I appoint a further period up to 3 P.M. to-day within 
. which nominations will be received. 

ELBCTION OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE FOR THE COMMERCE DEPARTMBNT. 

1Ir. President.: I have further to acquaint the Members that as regards 
the Standing Committee for the Commerce Department, the number oj 
candidates nominated for election is equal to the number required. and 
therefore I announce that the following 9 Members are declared to be 
duly elected: l 

1. Sir Purshotamdas ThakurdaB. 
2. Mr. Bhubanananda DaB. 
3. Mr. H. G. Cocke. 
4. Maung Tok Kyi. 
5. Sardar Kartar Singh. 
6. Mr. N. M. Dumasia. 
7. "Diwan Bahadur M. Ramachandra R80. 
8. Mr. W. S. J. WillBon. 
9. Mr. Mahomed Ebrahim Makan. 

ELECTION OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE FOR TBB DEPARTMEN'l OF EDUCATION, 
HEALTH AND LANDS. 

1Ir. Pres1de~t.: As regards the Standing Committee for the Depart;. 
ment of EducatIOn, Health and Lands, there will be an electiOIi on Wed-
nesday, the 13th February, as already announced. . 

( 847 ) A. 



MESSAGE FROM H. E. THE GOVERNOR GENERAL. , 

JIr. President: I have a Message from His Excellency the Governor 
General: 

.. In pursuance 01 the pr01liaions 01 3ub-3ection (8) 01 3ection ~  A 0/ the e t ~ t  
ellndia Act, I hereby direct that the Aeada 01 ezpendlture specified In that ~ e  
Jlhall be lYpen to diaC1Ul3ion by the Legialativll A88emblg when the Budget 18 ~r 
#On&ideratioft. 

(Sd.) READING, 

QovllrflDr Gil"''''''.'' 

RESOLUTION BE THE GRANT .OF FULL SELF. GOVERNING 
DOMINION S'l'ATUS TO INDIA. 

JIr. President: I think it might perhaps clear the ground of to·day·s 
.abate if, before ce.llQlg upon Diwan Bahadur Rangachariar to resume the 
debate which was interrupted the other day, I say a word regarding the 
amendments on the paper. The Resolution itself has already been formally 
moved. The first amendment of real substance stands in the name of 
Pandit Motilat Nehru, and I propose at an early stage in the debate;> clill 
1lpon the Pandit to move it. Coming, then, to the further amendments on 
tile paper, I presume-I see that Dr. Gour is not in his place-the amend-
ment of which he gave notice will not now be moved seeing that he h81! 
put in another amendment to the amendment of Pandit Motilal Nehru. 
Amendment No. 2 on the paper standing in the name of Mr. Patel, in 
respect of clause (a), is outside the scope of the Resolution. In respect of 
olause (b), I think I must take it that it is covered in substance, at all 
events, by the amendment standing in the name of Pandit Motilal Nehru. 
and that if there is any subsidiary amendment to be made by Mr. Patel it 
will come later on. The amendment standing in the name .of Mr. 
Mohammad Shafee, in respect of clauses (1) and (2), is out of order, and 
in respect of clause (3), only proposes a very minor change in the amend· 
ment standi:pg in Pandit Motilal Nehru's name. No.4, standing in 
Mr. Jinnah's name, except in so far as he proposes a Committee rather 
than a round table conference, is already covered by the amendment of 
Pandit Motilal Nehru. 

In respect of No.7-here I may perhaps take Nos. 7 and 10 together, 
No.7 standing in the name of Mr. Bipin Chandra Pal and No. 10 standing 
in the name of Mr. K. C. Roy, these two propose a procedure which ~ 
substantially different from the amendment of Pandit MoWal Nehru and' 
other t ~s being equal, I should propose to call on Mr. Bipin ~ dr  
Pal to move his ,amendment probably as an amendment to the amendment 
of Pandit Motilal Nehru at a later stage in the debate. 

No. 8 st d ~ in the name of Mr. Das is also subsidiary, as are 
Nos. 9, 11 and 12. 

As regards No. 13 standing in the name of Maulvi Muhammad Yakub 
it will only be necessary to move that.amendment if the amendment 
Rtandine-in Pandit MotiIaI Nehru's name iR defeated, as the motion of 
J?iwan : d~~ r ~r d.oes not specifically provide for the protec-
tIOn ~ ~ r t es .. I take It that amendment No. 14 standing in Pandit 
Yalavlya s name IS also superseded by Pandit Motilal Nehru's amend. 
~~ , 

( 848 ) .; 
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I hope that this explanation will serve to clear the ground, otherwise 
the debate may get hopelessly entangled in amendments, 

Dlwan Bahadur T. Baagachar1ar (Madras City: Non-Muhammadan 
Urban): Sir, I formally moved the Resolution* which stands in my DWll8. 
the other day, and I am really happy that I was able to do so, for I. am 
J!Po somewhat superstitious person. Sir, when I tabled my motion on this 
most important subject, I was wondering whether the chances of the ballot 
box would give me an opportunity to open that subject. for discussion here 
to-day or on any other day. But, Sir, I happened to be present in Delhi on 
the first day of the ballot, and I brought my will to bear upon the ballot 
box with the assistance of an English friend of mine who happened to be 
present also on the spot. That English friend little knew what misehief I 
was up to, Before he knew what the subject was, and wjlen the ballatbox 
was about to turn, he wished me success. I grappled his hand and out. 
e ~e No, 1, which was my subject which is pbBted for discussion to-day_ 
We shook hands together on the result of the ballot, and I hope, Sir, we will 
be, shaking hands across the benches on the result of the motion to-day. 

Sir, the subject of my Resolution is very plain. I ask for the revisioo 
of the Government of India Act. The Government of India Act was 
passed only recently after a great deal of discU8sion. after a great deal of 
examination, afloe! joint deliberations of Joint Committees and after ex-
amination of witnesses who had gone all the way to England, and it 
must be a daring motion indeed to ask for the revision of such an Act, 
which was so oarefully passed after such cogitation and consultation. 

Sir, I plead guilty to the charge of venturesomeness in bringing forward 
such a motion. At the time this Act was under consideration I was not 
very much of an active politician. I had gone to the back benches in 
politics from the year 1917 onwards. I was watching from a distance the 
growth of this constitution. Sir, it happened to my lot, at the invitation of 
the Principal of the Madras Law College, to deliver a course of lectures 
on this new eonstitution. I examined this new constitution with a lawyer's 
eye, not with a politician's eye, and, having considered it in all its details, 
I came to the conclusion it was a vast improvement on the then existing 
<constitution. I then came to the conclusion that I should lend a helping 
hand in working the constitution and 80 sought the suffrage of the citizell8 
of Madras to be returned to this Assembly, You well remember the day, 
Sir, when I approached you with trembling feet in your Chamber, how 
morose and sullen I looked when I appeared before you. I was sullen. 
I was morose, but I was somewhat of an optimist at that time. I had 
faith ip. the constitution but r had not faith in the gentlemen on the 
GOvernment Benehell. I was suspicious what their attitude was going to 
be in working the Reforms. I was wary and cautious. Sir, when His 
Royal Highness, the Duke of Connaught, graced that Chair which you are 
occupying to-day, the gallant soldier that he was and with the invisiblE' 
tears in his eyes, he referred to the shadow of Amritsar, he referred to 
his motlher's message to this country, and, when, Sir, it was followed by 
announcements· made by the then Viceroy and when ~  it was followed 
by His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief Baying he was our humble 

_.--------------------------
• .. This Assembly recommends to the Governor <?enl!rll;l in .Council that h; be pleased 

'\0 ta.ke at a very early date ~ e. e e.~s r  ~t.e s (including If necessary procuring: the 
apPointment of a Royal Commls810nbfor renslng the Government of India Act so as to 
secure for India full e ~ er  ominion statUI within the British Empire and Pro-
-riDciaI Aut9nom7 in the Provinces." .. ~ 
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servant, and when again Sir Malcolm Hailey, as he then was the Finanoe 
Kember, told us that it was by our mandate taxation was to be imposed, 
when, Sir, I found frank and free answers given to questions put in the-
iHouse, when I found a ready response on the part of the Government 
:Benches to ,the Resolutions which were tabled on the non-official side, my 
-optimism grew stronger, my sullenness left me and I threw my heart and 

_ :!lOu! into the work.t:Sir, 1921 was a blessed year in the working of the 
.Reforms. We put our shoulders to the wheel, much to the annoyance of 
,tny friends. whom I am glad to welcome here to-day in this House. They 
misUnderstood our, position. they kept aloof and. Sir. when. therefore. we 
see 'them here to-day. some of them at least. when we see them at close 
l.pliu'ters, , we fin<\ what mutual mistakes we have been making hithertqJ 
I ,had not known many non-co-operator friends in close contact. I knew 
some of the mild co-operliotorsin Madras. Madras is always a mild place, 
_.it is famous for its mild cigars. Therefore, I was not afraid of the non-
co-operators in Madras. but I was somewhat suspicious of the non-co-
operators from elsewhere. Sir, during the last few days it has been my 
'proud privilege to associate with them not only on the :Boor of this House 
,blltround the table discussing grave and important issues, and I am 
sure my Honourable friends on the Government Benches also have had 
, opportunities of knowing them at close quarters, not as represented in the 
columns of the .. Pioneer .. or the .. Englishman," but as you come to -
'know them on the spot. Sir,I am sure the first day's suspicious eyes are 
now lio longer there. I was glad t{) note the other day the Honourable 
Sir Malcolm Hailey hailing his old friend, Mr. Patel, and speaking to him 
in whispers. Sir, this is a bracing atmosphere. Tliis is a place where we 
forget ourselves when we are bent upon the common good of the country. 
The common good of the country is what we are all after. Sir, many a 
misunderstanding between people and people in this land arises out of the 
fact that we do not know each' other at close quarters. We see each other 
with others' lenses which magnify, which distort, and that is the cause, the 
frequent cause, of many a misunderstanding between the Englishman and 
the Indian, between the official and the non-official. Sir, as I stated, I 
was thanking Providence on that day when the ballot drew this Resolution 
as the first Resolution. I was doubtful whether the atmosphere in which 
I was going to move the Resolution was going to be a good atmosphere. 
was going to be a suitable atmosphere, for discussing such a grave 
issue. Sir, there again Providence has come to our rescue. By that one 
very just, wise and generous act of statesmanship on the part of 
Lord Reading's Government in releasing that great man, that great friend 
of the English Government, Mr. Gandhi, Sir, the Government have' created 
an 'atmosphere for a full and free discussion of this most important Reso-
lution. By that act they have brought good will into the :Boor of this 
House. and I hope, Sir, that, with the advent of the new Labour Gov-
ernment in England, good days are in store for India, good days are in 
store for the Empire. For without India what is the Empire? And after 
all: what. is the object of a constitution for any country? The great 
obJect whICh the people who r ~ t about this constitution in 1919 had 
in view was to get a Government with the consent and co-operation of 
the people. Those are the essential elements which any constitutioD-
maker has to keep in view and with that great object this constitution 
was. devised.; but, Sir, has that object been fulfilled? Has that been 

e~ed  S11'. there were three classes of people at the time the Reforms 
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came into operation: those who kept studiously out of it, those who 
wanted to work it in a spirit of responsive co-operation, and those on the 
official Benches who wanted to lend a helping hand in bringing into exist-
~ e the new constitution. Sir, the latter two tried to do their best for the 
existing constitution. The goal has been laid before us, namely, full res-
ponsible Government in this country. There is no mistake about it. 
There is no going back upon it and the question is whether you have been 
placed properly on the road to responsible Government with a safe machine, 
to work it. Sir, without examining the machinery', but examining it merely 
on theoretical grounds, some of my countrymen, I may say most of my 
countrymen, denounced it as unsuitable. We did not want to take that, 
risk of pronouncing a verdict without trying the machinery. We tried it 
wholeheartedly, we tried it for three years and, )lir, what is the result? 
From the knowledge gained by E'xperience in the workffig of the 
Reforms 80 far as the Central Government. is concerned, I say 
without hesitation that the machinery is absolutely defective. If 
we have achieved anything under this machinery, it is due to the 
patience, to the tact and to the indust? which we have bestowed in working 
that machinery. It might have broked down long ago. Instead of being 
acclaimed as a young Parliament which has got records of achievement 
to its credit, we might have gone home two or three years ago' and said 
.. This is broken machinery which we cannot use." Sir, we did not want 
to do it. We tried our best in order to work with the machinery.' We 
have no less a person than His Excellency the Viceroy who says in closing 
the first Session of this Assembly: 
" The close of this Session marks a stage in the working of these Reforms. We have 

reached the end of a definite part or chapter in the gradual development of self-govern-
ing institutions. We have advanced one step forward, an important step in the pro-
gressive realisation of responsible government." 

Sir. we have taken one step. We have closed one chapter. Where is the 
next chapter? Where is the next step? Our foot is anxious tomarcQ,.' 
It is hanging in the air. It is dRngling in the air. There is no step 
forward. Are we to walk backwards and forwards over the step which 
we have already crossed? Where is the next chapter? Are we to re-read 
the chapter which we have already read-read so well and so satisfac-
torily? That is where the difficulty comes. Sir, if you read the Pre", 
amble to the Act, if you read the section in the Act, it says that every: 
10 years, 20 years, or 30 years hence, 40 years hence, or 50 ~ e rs hence.-
a cycle of decades,-you will have periodical Commissions coming out • 
to examine how far this institution has progressed or deteriorated. and 
how far you can march forward, or how' far you can march backward. 
That is what is contemplated in the Act. No steps are provided in the 
Act for gradual realisation of responsible government. We have to go 
backwards and forwards over the same step. We have t<> read and re-read 
the same chapter. Sir, will any civilised nation be content with such a, 
constitution? I ask in all seriousness, are we a civilised nation or not? 
Not in the words of Colonel Frank Johnson who justifies flogging of the 
people of this land because their civilisation is ancient. It has an ancient 
civilisation and therefore flogging was justified in his view. Sir, the more 
ancient the civilisation, I thought the more respect you would attach to 
that civilisation. SIr, if we are fit for this responsible Government at any 
stage, we are fit for full responsible Government. It is impossible to have 
a middle course. From representative institutions you have to spring to 
responsible Government. There is no such thing as a middle course. 
'ftlere may be safety valves here and there. There may be the .Army, 
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there may be the Navy, there may be the political relations, there may be 
the foreign relations which you may exclude. But, Sir, so far .as domestic 
affairs are concerned, the internal development of the country is concerned, 
it is impossible to provide for partial responsibility in the way in which 
this constitution has provided. Sir, look at the idea. The trustees of 
this vast nation in this vast continent--I mean the British Parliament--are 
willing to entrust the lives, the education, the advancement and the 
development of this country to Indians, but they are not willing to entrust 
law and order in the hands· of these men. Sir, is it right that the trustees 
should part with their trust in such vital matters as education, as public 
health, as sanitation,if we are nGt fit to handle these subjects? Are 
they not more important than law and order? Are not the lives of the 
millions of people, is not the health of millions of people, is not the educa.-
tional advancement and the industrial advancement of millions of people 
38 great a trust in your hands as the trust as regards law and order? 
The very division of functions, the very division of the subjects, indicates 
some lurking distrust of the people of this land. That is where it is. 
Unless that distrust disappears, unless that suspicion is removed, there 
can never be true advancement in the constitution of this country. Sir. 
:=: well remember how Lord Willingdon in choosing his Executive Councillor 
and entrusting him with the portfolio of law and order was warned by 
the wise people who surrounded him that be was undertaking a grave 
risk in entrusting that department to an Indian Member. He made that 
bold departure. He was an Executive Councillor no doubt. but he was 
an Indian. Sir. events have justified his choice. The very people who 
were afraid and suspicious of this move which Lord Willingdon made have 
afterwards gone to him and told him .. you made a wise choice." Sir. 
that will be the result. It is only the entrustment of responsibility which. 
breeds responsibility. It is the sense of responsibility which will create 
r~s s t . If you create a sense of respollsibility among the people. 
I am sure they w,iII respond to that trust. There will be no betrayal of 
that trust. I can assure you of that. Therefore, Sir. speaking of the 
Central Government. speaking of the way in which we have been working it 
for -the last three years, I ask the Members of the Government Benches if 
they are feeling happy. Is my Honourable friend. Sir B. N. Sarma. 
feeling happy with his charge of the portfolio over Kenya and over South 
:Africa? Does he face his quondam non-official friends with that face 
which he would have had if he were responsible to us? He has to answer 
here on the floor of this House against the weight of the non-official 
opinion of his own countrymen with whom he thinks, with whom he feels. 
He has no feeling apart from ours. When. he stands up on behalf of 
Government. how eloquent he is in advocating those reactionary views •. 
those views which I know in his heart of hearts he does not share I 
(Laughter.) Is that a happy position? Sir, what is the good of having 
an Indian inside the inner council when he cannot respond to the call of 
his countrymen? Sir. we want them responsible to this House. If he 
is responsible to some gentleman who pulls the wire seyen thousand mi!es 
away, who id in theory responsible t. the British Parliament consisting 
of about 600 Members, of whom about a dozen Members take an occasional 
interest in Indian affairs more by way of amusement--they are sometimes 
looked upon as cranks because they dabble in Indian affairs-is that con-
duciveto good government,? No doubt you have done very well. Nobody 
can deny. -that,. But the time .is f¥>qg loqg past when ,that state of t~ 
can contmue. . . ., 
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Sir, this Resolution of mine records, registers, 8 mandate which we, 
the elected Members, have received from the country: I deliberately say 
that we have received this mandate from the country. It is true that 
under the rules ('nly about five million people ~ e been enfl'anchised and 
this time large numbers of people went to the polls unlike on the last 
occasion. Sir, I ask you to read the result of the polls. For one mm 
who went to the polls to record his vote I am sure a hundred people shared 
the views of that man. Sir, I made no mistake. I di4. not hide w,hat my. 
views were from my constituency. I asked them point &1ank for a fuandate 
to place this Resolution before you. In the very first manifesto which 
I issu,d on the 16th August, 1923, I told them: 

.. My aim is Swaraj for the country and I want to win it peacefully through the 
Legislature. I therefore request you to give me that mandate by returning me OBoe 
again and that with a solid majority." 

Bir, my opponent appealed to the paBBions and prejudices which prevailed. 
unfortunately in South India. He claimed that he was a non-Brahmin. 
-He said that out of the 10,000 voters who hRd to go to the polls 8,500 were 
non-Brahmins, and 1,500 were Brahmins and asked the voters whether 
they were going to vote for the Brahmin or the non-Brahmin. That was 
his cry. Sir, my supporters put this pertinent question, ,. Are you going 
to send a man who will put up a fight for Swataj or one who has hitherto 
hesitated to utter or write the word Swaraj 1" Sir, the votes recorded 
gave the answer. Whether they are non-Brahmins or Brahmins they all 
want Swaraj. Sir, I addressed n;tany audiences in the city of Madras. 
For one voter who was present there were at least one hundred non-voters 
present. There was not a single difference of opinion in that matter. 
Sir, people realised it. The great doubt which is felt as regards responsi-

I ble government is whether the people understand the meaning of the vote. 
Sir, speaking of the cities with which I am 8Clllainted, I am SUl'e they 
unilerstand the meaning of the vote. It is true that in some cases, in 
very few cases perhaps money buys the vote--I do not deny that. In 
what country does it not 1 But you ought not to judge by such exceptional 
C8ses. Here, so far II!' the people are concerned, they are accustomed 
to value the vote at any rate, they have traditions about it. When they 
read the Mahabharata, when they read the Ramayana, and when they read 
other ancient books which they have to read, they come across village 
assemblies, they come across accounts where the king consulted the 
people, they come across cases where elections were held. Therefore, the 
thing is still fresh in their minds, although the village institutions were 
killed by the regulations which were passed in 1816 in Madras. Still the 
idea survives and the people understand the value of the vote and you can 
very freely trust them with the vote and need have no fear. Therefore, I 
say that this Resolution records the verdict of the nation. So far as my 
Swaraj friends who; have come into the Assembly are conoerned, there caD 
be no doubt as to the meaning of their return, and as regards those of 
us who do not come under the Swarajist flag there can also be no douM 
as to the meaning of the vote recorded in our favour. Whether it is from 
,North India; or from South India, or from West India, or East India, 
the one voice has gone forth that this machinery under which we are now 
working the constitution is unsuited, unsatisfactory, inadequate and can 
no longer hold, That is the verdict of the nation, and are you going to 
receive that verdict or not 1 Sir, one of the great Queens who ruled 
~ d  I refer to ~ee  Elizabeth, in one of her aphorisms said, the' 
prmoe should have a big ear to hear far and near. Sir, I know that Lord 
Reading'''' GO\Ternment is not deaf. Have they not shown'this by this'8C\, ' 
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this magnanimous act to which I have referred, that they are responsive 
to public opinion? Lord Reading's Government I have great faith in. 
Notwithstanding the words that he uttered the other day, I know in his 
heart of hearts he is a radical. Whatever he may say here, I know what 
his heart says, and I am sure he will not turn a deaf ear to this verdict 
of the nation. Sir, there is some doubt in the minds of my English friends, 
my ScotCh r e d~  know my friend Sir Caml.bell Rhodes has closelYJ 
investigated and examined thfl constitution under which we are working. 
He is as much dissatisfied with it as I am. I know it. Now, are you going 
to allow a constitution with which every one of us is dissatisfied-are you 
going to allow it to continue simply because you have put a section in the 
Statute that ten years hence a Commission will come out and examine it? 
Is it right, is the happiness of millions of human beings, civilised humnn 
beings, to rest on such considerations? Should not a move forward be 
made? Should not the thing be made more clear? Should the thing 
be kept in abeyance like this? Sir, look at the result. Every one who • 
has worked the Act, directly he throws off the trammels of office, Sir, 
what does he say? What does Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru say, who was in the 
inner Cabinet, inside that glass dome working the levers, pulling the 
switches, operating on the engine inside that glass dome? Directly he got 
out of that glass dome, what did he say? He said, •• The machinery is 
absolutely useless. We cannot work any longer. How long are we to go 
on bended knees before Rangachari andSeshagiri Aiyar and others of his 
ilk?" That is what he said. He says, " Here is a legislature clamouring 
for this, clamouring for that. Our hands are not free. We recognise 
the justice of the claim they make." He feels that this machinery cannot 
work in the Central Government. He has said that. I am sure there are 
Honourable Members here and I am glad to see Sir Chimanlal Setalvad 
(I am sorry he is not here)-Local Governments themselves, those who 
have experience of Local Governments and of this diarchical system will 
throw light upon the way in which the Local Governments are worked. 
But I speak with first hand knowledge, not that first hand knowledge 808 
being inside the glass dome, but as being just outside and trying to rub 
and flatten my nose against it to enter into it-how long am I to go on 
doing that? A day will come when we will have to throw stones at the 
glass dome and break it and enter it by force. But we now want to take 
it by consent, by co-operation. We want to try to run the machinery 
which you are keeping safely in your hands. That machinery is built at 
our cost, is maintain,ed at our cost, and, Sir, we want to have control over 
the running of that machinery. That is the real secret, that is the real 
secret of the agitation of the people, that is the real secret of the non-co-
operation movement. That· is the real secret of any agitation in this 
country. Look at the result. Now, instead of the intelligentsia of the 
country bestowing all its attention, earnest attention and thought on 
development departments of this country, instead of trying to do this, to 
do that and the other, what is it doing? For the last three or four years 
the whole ~ tr  is i? the vortex of t t ~ here, there and everywhere, 
and no pubfu questIOns attract the attentIon which they ought to do. 
For instance, I travelled throughout the country with the Mercantile 
Marine Committee, Yesterday, Sir, my Honourable friend, Pandit Madan 
Moha,n Malaviya, bemoaned the absence of a mercantile marine in this 
eountry. But, Sir, a subject so important as that did not attract much 
attention in the country. We felt it. There is no public response to such 

~ . We had to egg them on to come before us, those who had 
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.got any interest in such questions. The whole intellect ~ the ~ 
is lost in cogitating about the Hefonns. They are not satlSfied WIth. It. 
Their ono object is to bring about Swaraj. Their one pbJ.ect 
is to bring responsible Government to this country. They think 
that these Committees are useless. You may travel about the country, 
you may do anything you like. We are not going to co-operate with you. 
That is the spirit you find. Any Committee which goes about does not 
evoke that enthusiasm, that response which I used to find in the earlier 
years. Public men shut themselves in. .Take, for example, Lord Lee's 
Commission which is going about. How many elected Members of this 
Assembly took any interest in it? Probably, barring my friend, Dr. Gour, 
there is no one here who has gone before that Commission (A Voice: 
.. Mr. Roy.") Well, have the Government asked themselves this question, 
why do people boycott these Committees? Are you going to allow this 
state of things to continue? Will not you, as wise stat-esman, take notice? 
Will not you see things in advance and see that things are put in order? 
Is it for the good of the country, for the Empire, that such a state of 
things should continue? Therefore, I say give up all notions of prestige. 
Take note of things as they are. In 1921 I well remember Lord Reading's 
Government were prepared to consider thi.s question at a round tab.le 
conference. Till December 1921 he was quite ready to go on with 
it and, unfortunately, things did not happen in the way in which they 
should have happened, and therefore the thing fell through. Why should 
we shut our eyes to solid facts which stare us in the face? It is not wise 
to do it. Therefore now that a new Assembly has come into being, now 
that we have got the co-operation of people who hitherto refrained from 
co-operating with you, this is a splendid opportunity for Government. In 
the last three or four days we have noticed how ready and willing our 
Swarajist friends in the Assembly are to throw in their lot with us, in 
improving legislation, in making suggestions as to Bills before us. They are 
as ready as anyone of us to help the Government and to help this Assembly 
in transacting its business. You must take them with both hands. You 
have done it already. You have shown the way by one response, and 
now is the opportunity for the Government to show that they are really 
responsive to public demands, for no Government, as I have said, can get 
on without being responsive to public demands. There can be no mistake 
as to the verdict of the nation. They want 8 revision of the Act. They 
do not want this Act to continue. They want an early revision of the Act. 
The object of the revision sh'ould be t{) secure full responsible Government. 
Let there be no mistake as to my meaning. I want Dominion status 
abroad and responsible Government within, that is, the right to manage 
our own affairs, our internal affairs inside the country. This is what the 
people want. What is the verdict of even the Princes of this land who 
are not directly interested in the devclopment of responsible Government 
in this country? I ask you, Sir, to look at the procaedings of the Imperial 
Conference which took place only recently when the Government of India's 
representative was openly insulted by an Irh:hman. What did that Irish-
man say at that Conference? This is Mr. Fitzgerald from the Irish Free 
State. This is that he said: 

. .. Putting myself in th.e pos.ition of an Indian I do not think the Indian representa. 
tives .hereare of an equality WIth us because they are not really here in a representative 
capaClty. They are not ronlly sent bv an independent Indian Government and they 
cannot ~e  .be re~ :rded as eaual with .the relit ~ us. If I were an 'Indian. putting 
myself In theIr POSItIon, I would recojtlllSll that thIS hyPersensitiveness that they baw.. 
about tbeir treatment outside India arises really from the fact that tbev bave not. 10 
t"r reached the degree of Hlf'aovernment t.hat the rest. of UI have reached." . 
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Sir, our representatives, I do not mean our representatives, because 
we did not send them, but the Government of India's representative. 
with whom we should identify ourselves in t.his connection, were openly 
insulted at this Conference. They were told .. You are not our 'equals. 
What right have you to complain?" Are you going to allow that state 
of things to continue to your own discredit? The great Prince whom you 
deputed to that Conference said, pleading before that Conference: 

" If India had some more definite ·proposition before it tban having to wait ever1 
ten years for its destiny to be enhanced, if it had a reasonable assurance of rapid but 
progressive advancement, I believe that self-government, which is the goal of us all for 
'wo-thirds of India, would be achieved early and smoothly. 

I add this, despite anything that may be said to the contrary, that achievement is 
possible within a very much shorter period than some people would like us to believe. 
I know, and I do not need to be told, that it depends to a great extent on India'. 
capacity herself. I agree. But surely you do not desire to throw India on her own 
resources. Does not she look to Britain to give her periodical and Bustained assistance· 
-so that my country may be, as it has been in the past, a really genuinely grateful and 
loyal partner in your wonderful heritage! I am speaking of self-government for two-
thirds of India and in dealing with this subject I hope I may seek your indulgence for 
another few moments." 

Then, pleading for a rapid realisation of full self-government, he said: 
.. I would much rather you got India round a table in confidence and worked out 

with her sons, plans and methods that would be the best suited to her environment, h1 
which she can obtain her goal very rapidly but at the &aII1e time in a very peaceful and 
loyal manner. I say it is possible and probable of early success and you will be doing 
aomething for 300 millions of human beings that will cement them to you with gratituds 
and brotherly feelings." -

So he went on in that strain. That is a Prince of the royal blood, 
the Maharajah of Alwar, who takes such vital interest in this advance-
ment. It is not merely the people of this country who want a change. 
It is the Princet; and the people of India for whom His Gracious Majesty 
the King Emperor has got such great regard who are yearning for this 
change. I say you should not overlook such a demand. It will be the 
height of folly to do so. It will be criminal to do so, and I implore you 
to have this constitution revised early. I. may say, speaking for myself •. 
I am indifferent as to what steps you adopt, whether it be a Royal Com-
mission or a Committee or a Conference, but this state of things cannot 
continue and I ask that it be remedied early. 

Kr. PresideDt: Resolution moved: 
•• This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council that he be pleased 

to take at a very early date the necessary steps (including if necessary procurmg the 
appointment of a Royal Commission) for revising the ,Government of India Act 80 as to 
secure for India full self-governing Dominion status within the British Empire and 
Provincial autonomy in the Provinces." 

The Honourable Sir JIalcolm HaUey (Home Member): Sir, I am vel') 
grateful.to you for giving me this early opportunity of rising, and for several 
reasons. I desire, in the first place, that on our side the debate should. 
preserve the atmosphere which has been set by the Mover of this motion, 
and -nothing will be wanting on our part to follow the tenour he has adopted. 
He referred to the sullenness atiu suspicion amid which be entered on his 
duties in this ,Assembly. I noticed at that time no sullenness in it; there 
was always, even in moments when he expressed himself most strongly, 
191 engaging sense Jf humour abouthim.i but I certainly noticed. 8S time,: 
went on, his growing appreciation -of me pGsition of Government, jtll' diffi.. 
culties, its -genuinedeS'ire to worK 'tthe RefOl'Dis;and; Sir, I take 'it,· .. ~  



happy omen that he now, who was ovce somewhat critical of us, has seen 
his way to submit his name, to the suffrage of the Assembly as its Deputy 
Fresident. Once we were subjected to his criticism, now we may be 
content to work togetber under what, if I may use a poetical phrase, I 
may describe as his .. mild and magnificent eye ". But that is not the 
only reason. We have here before us a number of Resolutions and an even 
largel number of amendments dealing with constitutional questions. My. 
friends opposite, Sir-I do not use that phrase as a matter of cOllvention: 
there have been many whose friendship I have had in the past; we may. 
perhaps have been parted for a time, but I hope to renew that friendship 
now, and the friendship of their friends-as I say, my friends opposite and 
I have delayed these proceedings in the attempt to clarify the issues; but 
your opening instructions to us showed that there are still a number of 
Cl'Oss-ctnTents to be faced in this debate, and I t ~  it is well that I should 
have an early opportunity of making clear our attitude, at all events on ~  

one main proposition that is now befora us. The Mover has not rendered 
my task easy; for he had submitted a proposition to the Assembly which 
reads clearly  enough in itself; it is a patent demand that we should take 
early steps for revising the Government of India Act BO as to secure for 
India full self-governing Dominion status. That could only mean one 
thing, that he and his friends consider that India is now ripe for full !!elf-
governing Dominion status, and that clrCumstances warrant that immediate 
steps should be taken to secure it for her. The appointment of a Parlia-
lllentary Commission was not essential; it was only one means which might 
be adopted to .secure that definite end. But he did not argue that proposi-
non. He argued another, the general need for advance in RefOrms. 
Nevertheless, ther.e is the proposition as it stands and as the world will 
read it. It may well 'be that a Resolution so framed may be the focus for-
many variants of a somewhat similar nature and for amendments compris-
ing alternative policies. But, Sir, we can only regard the proposition as 
we see it, and as the world will see it. It cont.a.ins, it is true, a subsidiary 
proposal, a reference to Provincial autonomy. I regard that as a minor 
proposition only, for if India is to have at an early date full responsible 
Government, nay more, a Legislature with the full and unlimited statu!" 
now enjoyed by the Dominions, then the question of Provincial autonomy 
is one almost of domestic concern. Whether that fully responsible Legis-
lature shall have any control over the Legislature or whether t~ 

Ministers shall have any control over the Executive of the 
provinces is, I say, but a minor feature in the picture which he 
presents, and I shall trouble myself no further with that detail of bia 
proposal. I shan address myself only to the main proposition, that India 
is now ready, and that India must have, at once, full self-governing 
Dominion status. I say we cannot. afl'ord t.o allow anyone to be in doubt. as 
to the attitude of Government on that question. There are many interestB 
cpncerned. There are the Indian St.ates, to which the Mover referred. I 
do not say what their attitude is likely t.o be; but it is of vitn I interest 
to them whether they win at an early date have to deal with an Executive 
Government which is entirely responsible to an Indian Legislature, or 
whether they will h&.ve to deal with a Governor General in Council who, 
as now, is responsible tc the British }'arliament. And, again, European 
cpmmerce will desu-e to know-I say nothing of what its feelings are likely 
~  be at the contemplated ~ e  but men who have put great sums \)f 
. ~ . 'into India" and may be daily increasing the sphere of 'theiJ-opera-

. ~ :J1ave. ~. r . ~t. to. ~ if ,we,. t~ ~ an e,,!,ly ch.ange Of. 
uovernment. The men entenng olll' BervlceB will desu'e to 1mOW'. 
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I predicate nothing as to their feelings. I only say that all 
men entering our services, whether civil or military, whether European 
or Indian, have a right to know if we intend a radical change ilf 
government at an early date. There is another interest,_ a great ana 
extensive interest, which will desire to know our attitude; I mean the 
minority communities. I shall say no more at the moment regarding the 
very obvious interest that they must take in this question, for I shall have 
to return to it, but it is clear that they ought to know whether the Indian 
Government is prepared to recognize such a step, and whether the British 
Government is prepared to entertain it. 

Here then, Sir, is our question. What is our answer to be? Just &8 
12 N  . we shall gain nothing by aHowing the discussion to drift into 
-oON. cross channels, so, in rendering our answer, we should refuse 

to be deterred by any imputation to which our attitude on this subject may 
give rise. Opposition to this proposition does not mean in itself that we 
have fallen victims to that heresy which according to its harshest r ~s 

seeks a reversion to the ways of autocracy, and even according to those 
who take a more tolerant view shows a disinclination to the advance of 
Reforms. It does not necessarily mean that we should be unwilling to con-
template any change within the present scheme of Reforms. It is not 
certainly in itself an invasion of the principle of the Government of India Act 
or the declaration of August 1917. For, Sir, Mr. Rangachariar's proposition, 
as he has placed it on the paper, is directly opposed to the Government d 
India 'Act in two important respects. Remember that for the moment I 
-am answering his proposition as framed, though much of what I say will 
apply also to the arguments he has used on the somewhat different pro-_ 
position which he argued, and to some others of the proposals which are 
contained in the agenda before us. tI say his proposition, as it stands, is 
opposed to the Government of India Act and in two important respects. 
The pronouncement of August 1917 spoke of .. the gradual development I.Jf 
self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive realisation :If 
responsible Government in India". That is also the term used in the 
Preamble to the Act; that is the term used in the Royal Warrant of instrue-
tions which adds, that .. thus will India be fitted to take her place among 
the other Dominions":) The term has its significance; we know that it 
was deliberately chosen The Congress and the League had asked the 
Imperial Government to proclaim its intention to confer self-government 
on India at an early date and the Cabinet chose the present term. The 
expression used in the Act is a term of precision, conveying that the 
Executive in India would be r~ s e to the Indian Legislature instead 
of to the British Parliament. QI you analyse the term .. full Dominion 
Self-Government", you will Bee that it is of somewhat wider extent, 
conveying that not only will the Executive be responsible to the Legislature, 
but the Legislature will in itself have the full powers which are typical of 
the modern Dominion. I say there is Beme difference of substance, because 
responsible Go,ernment is not necessarily incompatible with a Legislature 
with limited o!' restricted powers. It may be that full Dominion self-gov-
ernment is the logical outcome of responsible Government, nay, it may be 
the inevitable and historical development of responsible Government, but 
it is a further and a final steil T'The second point is this, that the Preamble 
of the Aet specifically provides lor the realisation of its ideal by successive 
s~es. ) Now, it is here perhaps that the real cause of our difference arises. 

~ re hold both to the objective and to its realisation by stages. iYou. om 

• 
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your side, even those who ask that we should not immediately go beyond 
the objective stated in terms of the Act, now object to the imposition I f 
.tages.J You do not confine yourselves to a complaint that our progress i. 
too slow; that our pedestrian pace is but a craw!; that we show a caution 
80 extreme that it casts doubt on our desire to proceed at all. You definite-
ly repudiate the imposition of stages in that progress. Now, I can unda--
stand this attitude from those who from the first refused to accept the 
prescription of a. transitional period. ':l'here were some such; but the 
Mover. was not one of them. There are mdeed many here who were not uf 
that class. I see, for instance, some of those who joined in signing the 
Memorandum of the Nineteen in 1916. They asked for increased powers; 
they certainly did not ask for full Dominion Self-Government. The 
Calcutta. Congress of 1917 by I/o formal Resolution demanded that; the 
realisation of full responsible Government should be guaranteed to .India-
when ?-within a penod of 15 years. That was to be provided in the pro-
posed Statute of Reforms; they apparently had no anticipation in 1917 
-.hat full Dominion Eelf-government would be workable at an earlier date. 
When the Reform scheme took shape in the Bill, the Home Rule League 
criticised it. There was much that they saluted with somewhat faint 
praise; but they formally accp-pted the principle that the advance must be 
by stages. These are tho actual words of their representative,. Mrs. nesant, 
before the Joint Parliamentary Committee: 

.. I accept realisation by successive stages, not because I admit. t.hat India has no 
inherent right to Home Rule or is incapable of complete home administration, but 
because time is needed to prepare home defence against invasion." 

The National Congress had considered the question fully in its Delhi 
mee"ting in December 1918; it repudiated the suggestion that the people 
of India were unfit for full responsible Government. But what did it ask 
for? Full responsibility in the provinces without prejudice to the claim 
for a substantial measure of responsibility in the Central Government. 
There sits Mr. Patel, who represented the Congress before the Joint Par-
liamentary Committee. He stood by the Calcutta Resolution of 1917 
that the re s t ~  full responsible Government should be guaranteed in 
India within a penod of 15 years. He accepted the 10 years Statutory 
Committee, but it was only to inquire whether the 10 years' experience did 
not justify the immediate grant of full responsible Government or whether 
another period of 5 years should elapse. Read the many passages of 
Mr. Jinnah's evidence on behalf of the Muslim League. Is there a word 
there of immediate responsible Self-Go.vernruent or full Dominion status? 
Not one. On the contrary, he put forward some views which may 
perhaps be interesting to the Assembly. He might perhaps feel a little 
more secure if he came and sat by my side while I read them. He wanted 
advance in the Central Government. But he wanted it by means of 
dyarchy. The Committee asked him: 

"There were Indian witnrs'f's YAho have beelf before this Committee whom yoa 
probably heard who were doubtful about dyarchy " 

and he replied: 

.. I am not doubtful; I think myself it is bound to sDooeed. I do not See an:! other 
way and that is the very reason why I find the difficulty in the Congress-League 
scheme." 

He fonnally accepted the ten-years Statutory Committee; 80 that there 
is very little comfort for the Mover there. ThpD take the name of an 
even less cautious man, the late Mr. Tilak. Did he want immediaCie 
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responsible Government? So far !rom t~t  he ~ d .not claim it. ~  the 
15 years period was over. He did not like perlOdical re-exammation at 
all but he thouaht that one such examination at the end of ten yeara wall 
~t ed. I finally take Pandit Madan Mohan ~. ~e. said in 191fl 
or 1920 that even if 20 years were fixed as the outside lImit we should 
mow where we stood. 

Pand1\ ][adan Kohan ][alaviya (Allahabad and Jhansi Divisions: Non-
Muhammadan): For taking complete charge of the army and administerin" 
·the country. 

The Jlonourable Sir Malcolm Jlalley: Which is necessary for fuHDomi-
nion status: I fail to see how that interruption advances the cause of the 
Honourable Mover. In fact, '[ do not know from where the Mover himc 
self has taken his inspiration for this sudden demand. In last February 
he discussed Lord Peel's despatch of the 2nd November 1922; what a 
he demand then? Certainly not full Dominion ~ t . I give his WOMti: 

.. I want nothing more than this that the system should be re-examined by • 
Parliamentary Commission. All that we ask is that the thing be re-examined. It. ia 
not that we are extravagantirr our dem/&nd. We only want an examination 'of tlw 
. existing condition." 

He has told us that he put forward his present demand in his election 
manifesto. I have it here, and I am sure his recollection must be wrong 
There was a good deal about Swaraj. There was a somewhat heartfelt 
outpouring about the nastiness of communal feeling and the vice of com'-
munal representation, a matter which perhaps might have caused him to 
pause a little_ But, Sir, there was nothing about the immediate grant 
of full responsible Government. I may perhaps be excused in thi'l 
Assembly for referring to these much-abused men-the Liberals. I . ~ed 

not say that the Liberal Conference at N agpur in 1922 made no such 
demand; even in 1923 it made a demand of an entirely different naturll. 
In fact all my researches show me only this that ther. is not any genuint" 
mandate on the side of the Mover. On the contrary, there is everywhere, 
and has been everywhere, a recognition of the fact stated by the pt'esent 
Premier in 1917 that .. to build up a system of representative Government 
in India is bound to be 8 slow and a difficult process ". 

What then is the explanation of. the demand? I first thought, when he 
spoke of the work that we had done together, that he was going to explain 
his demand in a manner entirely flattering to us; that we had progreBBed 
80 far to!5etber in the last three years on the path of Reform that we hlWl 
now proved that immediate Dominion se ~ st t s was feasible and could 
safelv he granted. But as he proceeded, I realized that that 
assumption was too flatterin!5" The opposite is the case. He and hi, 
friends now tell us tbat tbeir experience has not justified the concession 
which they made to us in 19]9, namely, that they would attempt together 
with us to WC'lk a transitional constitution. Their experience has shown 
that it will pot function, and that it must be immediately supplemented 
by fresh management, fresh men and fresh methods. Then if that is so, 
I must take the str ~est and soundest ground I can. I will not argue 
as a Member of the Executive Government who. by virtue of his office, 
is bound to support the policv of Parliament which laid down successive 
Rages for realisation, and which claimed that. Parliament itself, which 
has granted this constitution, must be the best judge of the fitness of India 
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for each successive stage. I will not take that ground. I will. not· dwell 
on the somewhat obvious fact that India desires to remain part of the 
British Empire (and let me say that even at the recent Congress, which 
met under feelings strongly hostile to the British Empire, there was no 
adhesion to a proposal for separation from that Empire; the Congress, a. 
all events, was prepared to belong to what we heard a speaker yesterday, 
with a patriotism which was pardonable but perhaps exceeded his sense 
. of proportion, describe as the Indo-British Confederation); if India desirea 
to stay in the Empire, she might well concede something to the, judgment 
·of those who guard her from external aggression. She cannot save her-
self from all external ills by the simple and soulful exercise of self-deter-
. mination. 

PecHt Sham1al .ehru (Meerut Division: Non-Muhammadan Rurall ; 
What will happen if she does not want to stay within the British Empire ~ 

'!'he HODourable Sir Malcolm HaDel': I can only say that in every senae 
she must prepare for the consequences. Nor again will I take any ground 
based on. the threats that we have heard as to what.is likely to happen if 
ae demand is not granted. I may deplore them; but I deliberat-ely put 
them aside. I am addressing the Members of this Assembly, and as ~e
bers of the Assembly, I can only regard them as bound to .st ~ t  

'ideals and constitutional methods. Indeed with regard to such threats 1 
prefer to take much the same attitude as Pandit Motilal Nehru himself in 
dealing with the Resolutions of the Gaya Congress: 

" It is ", he &aid, .. a hotch-potch of pious wishes, with a few threats thrown in to 
aMson the dish for the accl'ptance of the more impatient non-eo-operator." (lAU,Aur.) 

-I shall not seek to demonstrate the achievements attained bv us 
and by those who have helped us in the last three years, though 
I believe them to be solid and substantial, in the sphere both of legislation 
and adQlin.istration; and, though I do not wish to embitter controversy; 
I am constrained to ask those who preferred to stay out in the wilderness 
during the last three years, devoting themselves to what they claimed 
to be a constructive programme of work, how it is that they have had to 
confess that these three years were barren of result. No, Sir, I shall take 
better grounds than these. I shall consider the case objectively and as 
an outsider might consider it; I shall look only at the feasibilities and the 
possibilities of the proposition which has been put down on the paper by 
Mr. Rangachariar: 

I have to ask three, or perhaps four questions of the Assembly. Is 
Dominion self-government to be confined to British India only, or is it 
to be extended to the Indian States? If it is to be extended to the latter, 
under what terms have they agreed to come in, for I assume that you have 
got their agreement to this proposition? Are they to be dependent only 1)0 
-the Crown, or are they to be controlled by the new Government res s ~. 

only to the Indian LegisJature instead of a Government responsible 
to the British Parliament? Will they accept that? Remember they are 
vitally concerned at every point, for whether in regard to J:scal arrange-
ments, communications, or trade interests, our Legislature touches them 
e1osely. Some kind of federation is the objective frequently held out to 
us; indeed it is the fact that some such federation is necessarv that has 
made many thinkers such as Mr. Jinnah claim that we need a second 
Chamber. But have you aecured that ff,dert\tion yet. and on what termlJ 
will it be? 
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I pass to a second problem. I do not desire to exaggerate it, but it 
. has to be faced. No conception of full Dominion  self-government is pos-
sible which retains in the hands of an authority other than the Dominion 
Legislature itself the protection of minority communities. It is the use 
of this full dominion authority in South Africa against a minority which 
was locally unpopular that has lately caused us so much feeling against 
the Empire. I know that we are told that this is no real difficulty, and that. 
. it is we who have served, whether purposely or otherwise, to keep com-
munal difficulties alive; and that when the day of independence has 
dawned, they will disappear in the bright sunshine of the new freedom. 
I do not see an equal feeling of confidence reflected in the preamble of 
the new National Pact, for it definitely stat·es that the only obstacle to 
Swaraj is " the lack of mutual understanding in the different communities 
of India." How far that pact will secure the necessary understanding I 
do not intend to prophesy; I can only judge by the result of the Bengal 
Pact. Did that bring peace or a sword? 

1Ir. Ohaman Lal' (West Punjab: Non-Muhammadan): Peace in 
Bengal. 

'!'he Honourable Sir Italcolm Hailey: Peace in BengalI The Honourable 
Member's interruption is timely. I will read him an extract from a Bengali 
newspaper: 

" The Bengal Pact is • monstrous violation of national solidarity." 

Again the same paper says; 

.. The government of one country by another is not so bad as the government of 00. 
or more communities by another." 

I do not want to stress that point, for I see that it is amply recognised 
by the Resolution that follows. Moreover, it is not a point on which 
any of us should or would care to harp. There is not one of us here OD 
our side who would not desire to see those questions solved and solved 
at an early date. 

1Ir. Bipin Chandra Pal (Calcutta: Non-Muhammadan Urban): Will 
the Honourable Member kindly give us the name of the paper from which 
he quotes? . 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: I fortunately' am able to do so. 
lt is .. The Bengalee .. newspaper writing in December 1923. It is not 
a newspaper to which I believe the Honourable Mr. Bipin Chandra Pa} 
now contributes 

Pandit JIadan Mohan Malaviya: Is the Honourable Member aware that 
the Honourable Mr. Bipin Chandra Pal contributed for a long time to "The 
Englishman .. newspaper? • 

1Ir. Presi4ent: I must ask r~ e Members to allow the Honour. 
able Member to proceed with less interruption. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: I will take your word for it and 
it is a sign of growing grace on his part. I say that we wish to dee those 
differences solved, but we do not believe that full Dominion self-govern-
ment is possible for India until they are solved. I am not alone in claiming 
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this; contemporary literature is full of recognition of the same fact. The 
report of the Congress Civil Disobedience Committee itself confesses that 
the great difficulty in any advance lies in the religious susceptibility of 
the Indian people. Or if you desire that I should take a somewhat 
extreme advocate of advance, I may quote Mr. J amnadas Mehta. Hl" 
says: 
.. The so-called unity is unreal and illusory, and to-day we must confess with shlUlle 

that we are not quite fit for Swaraj." 

Mr. Bipin Chandra Pal just now wished to know my authority for l\ quota-
tion which I gave the House. I will give him another from an excellent 
authority, no less than a recent writing of his own, strictly apposite, &8 
the House will realize: 
" Unless this question is settled, when the conntry is still under British authority, 

responsible for the defence of its borders against outside invasion, and for the main-
tenance of peace ~d order within, the elimination of the present British Raj ftom India 
will be found to spell universal chaos and inter-communal fights, which will render ow 
position in many ways worse than what it is at present." 

I ~ed say no more; I could say no more. 

Now I take a third problem, a problem so important that it may be-
described in the words of the old writers, as the .. very article by which 
the Republic stands or falls," I mean defence. I am not of course sug-
gesting that India, so long as she remains a member of the Empire, will 
not . be entitled to call for and will not receive the very fullest 
aSRiFitance from tl:at Empire in any moment of vital emergency. 
But full Dominion status means a Dominion army under full 
control of the Dominion Government, and I have not yet seen any 
serious thinker who has pretended that India is yet in a position, or will 
in the immediate future be in a position, to create a Dominion arm! 
in the proper sense of the word. What did the Mover himself say in 
February 1923? 
.. The Army will be taken over by the Dominion as soon as the Government is ready 

to aSsume responsibility. That is when the army is Indianised in the sense in which, 
we want it, not merely Indian troops controlled by European officers, but Indian in the-
true lIense of the term, the officers and all ranks consisting of Indians." 

Very clearly the word "immediate" cannot be employed here. You 
may charge it against us that we are ourselves responsible for this delay, and 
that we cannot take cover behind the consequences of our own omissions. 
I claim on my part that since the Reforms have been instituted, we ha.e 
made serious and sincere efforts to begin the process of lndianisation; and 
in any case we are not for the moment on appraisement of merits, but on 
the consideration of the possibilities of the step you advocate. I would 
remind you again in all earnestness that there are difficulties in the attain-
ment of your ideal of a Dominion army which will in any case long de ~ 

its consummation. I do not debate the question whether a purely IndianiseJ 
Army would be that perfect weapon which you rdquire for the defence of 
India; our opinions might differ on that point, and I have no wish to be 
dragged into the turmoil of that particular controversy. I will not refer 
here to the damaging fact that the controversialists have not yet decidoo 
whether, if we were invaded by what is for the moment our most powerfuJ. 
neighbour, one of our great communities ought to stand apart or even to 
join the enemy. That is an alarming consideration, but for the moment 
I pass it by. My point is different. The President of the last Congress. 
though in a somewhat different eonnection, had to confess that .. the fight-
ing classes of India are more sharply divided from the rest of the nation 
than perhaps anywhere in 'be WOl'ld." n was for that reason and perh • .,.. 

• 
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for that reason only that he did not .. desire to see India gain its end by 
violence," since it would place the power in the wrong hands. But what 
is the implication that I draw from that? It is this. If you create a 
Dominion anny while those conditions still pxist. it will not be a nat,ional 
anny, it will be an anny of those classes: and I warn my friends of the 
non-martial classes that the power which is now placed in their hands by the 
ballot box will speedily gravitate into other hands. There will be no 
British officers and no British troops to hold the balance. 

I have one more question to ask. The demand for Dominion self-
~ er e t assumes that its advocates have satisfied themselves that 
there exist those social aa.i political foundations on  which alone such 
constitutional structure can safely exist. N ow I do not wish to exaggerate 
this point. I do not claim that a country must wait for constitutional 
f-dvanceuntil it has a large preponderance of educated voters. We dld 
lIot wait for this in England. Again I do not wish to deny that the 
intelligentsia of this countrj has a great-perhaps a preponderating-in-
fluence over the mass of I ublic opinion--cerlainly an influence out-oC 
Iroportion to its numerical strength. But I do claim that for the moment 
political advance in India has already 011trun social advance. (An Honour-
able Member: "Whose fault is it?") Well, we can do something our-
s€.lves to secure political advance in India; social advance must rest on the 
Indian people itself. 

Dr. H. S. Gour (Central Provinces Hindi Divisions: Non-Muham· 
madan): You have been opposing it. 

The Honourable Sir JIalcc.lm Halley: No; we have only opposed some 
of your own .rather hasty advances in the matrimonial law I We were Dot, 
alone there. 

Pandit Iladan Kohan Malavlya: But you can pride yourselves upon 
1 he progress of education among the masses. 

The Honourable Sir Jlalcolm HaDey: Even if we could not, yet my point 
still remains good, that there is still wanting that sense of confidence 
tetween class and class which alone makes modern democratic institutions 
Iossible; that it would uot be possible at this stage of India's development 
to expect the ~ r t  to accept without reserve the final verdict of the 
majority; and that India's politbal consciousness is not yet organised on 
lines which would either albw interests to be represented adequately, or 
leaders to be chosen whose guidal}ce will be accepted with such confidence 
1\8 to furnish the possibility of political stability. If I am right, then the 
grant of full Domiuion >3tatu8 would be 1.\ danger rather than an advantage 
i.o India, 80 long as throe couditions still prevail. , 
Now, Sir, these problems are grave. I do not say that they Ilre in-

t-oluble, nor that they are insunnountable; but for the moment they must 
be faced, and no advantage is to be gained by pretending that they do 
r·ot exist or ~ that they will be solved by a simple .change in ;,he 
i"nTI of the constitution. Their solution, not necessarily their complete 
f,olution, but such development as seems to promise their eventual so\utic"ill, 
is aconditioD re ~de t to the change you advocate. I sny that for the 
present, it would ba impossible for us to make any such recommendation 
tc the Briti.'lhParliam(mtor for the British Parliament now b entertain 
Py' proposal··to this ~ e t. It makes 'no d er~ ee ,to me . what is' tiltl 
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political complexion of that Parliament, or under what guidance its policy 
"is directed; the answer would be the same. But if it refused, that would 
be no proof of the want of goodwill for India and no proof Jf 
mistrust in its future. It would only bea proof that Parliament, mind-
ful of its own past, and of the manner in which it has built up its own posi-
tion on long and (,arefully tested experiences, is unwilling to jeopardide 
ihe structure to which it has laid its hand by adding the upper courses 
l1efore it has thoroughly tested the foundations. .. Those ", says the 
Frophet Isiah, .. who believe, do not go in haste ". With every feeling 
for the aspirations which the Mover has· voiced-aspirations which must 
strike some answering chord in the breasts of all-and there are many 
~ere  are Liberals at heart, I cannot help thinking of the lines in 

~  Shakespeare described a character in a somewhat similar position: 

. ., Like one that stands upon a promontory 

And spies a far off shore where he would tread, 

Wishing his foot were equal with his eye; 

And chides the sea that sunders him from thence, 

Saying that he will lade it dry t{) have his way; 

So do I wish the crown, being 80 far off, 

And 80 I chide the means that keep me from it, 

And 80 do I say I'll cut the C&llSes off, 

Flattering me with impoaaibilities." 

Now, Sir, it is not enoLlgh pt:rhaps that I should only return this answer. 
"Thfl House consists of those who ,epresent constituencies. certainly the 
great majority of which demand a s ~ed  constitutional advance; they may 
differ in the extent of their demand; but on that point they are united. It 
is right then that the House should demand from us whether we are pre-
pared to proceed further on the path we engaged to tread ~et er. They 
are entitled to press us here; and I have no wish to avoid the issue. I 
must define our position as clearly as I can, and I explam what action we 
do propose to take. In the first place, the definition of our position-
We maintain that the objective of the Government of India Act is 8S 
defined in that Act, !lamely, responsible Government. We do not deny that f 
full Dominion status may be the corollary of responsible Government. .For ~ 
the present we must limit ourselves to t.he objective of the Act. Secondly, We ; 
maintain the necessity. as the Act maintains the necessity. of the realisation' 
of that ideal by stages; but we hold that the first stage of transitional 
government has not yet been sufficiently tested. AI! transitional systems 
of this nature are bound to be full of difficulties. In the development of 
dominion constitutions, it has alwav" been difficl1lt to find a middle stage 
between responsibilit,v to one Leg-islatllre and responsibility to another; the 
'endeavour to find an intermediate course was bound to produce seeming 
anomalies both in legislation and admiIlif'tration, I will .not dilate on them; 
but it is clear that our transition a! constitution could be worked onlv on one 
condition, that theru was a genuine at.tempt made on all sides to' make it 
funchion, On no other terms could it Sll('Ceed, There were those who 
honestlv attempted to do so. and I think India owes them 
gratitude; for the more s ~ s . was the first stage the easier 
it would have been to introduce the second. But that treatment it certainlv 
did not encounter on the whole. One section of thecommunitv stood 
'comoletelv aloof, Many of th'lSIl wh() h8d aln'eed to aid in 'exoloting' tl-te 
possibilities of the scheme decided, for reasons quite· eX1iran{tollil . to ·the 

112 
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scheme itself, to make it the subject of embittered attack. Throughout the-
country attempts were made, and again for reasons really er r ~ s to 
the RefomlS Scheme, to render the working of the whole of the &?ID1Il18tra-
tion impossible, and this had its inevitable re t~  on ~ e working ?f the-
transitional constitution. It is certainly not recelVlDg fau treatment m the 
provinces to-day, I instance particularly the Central Provinces ~ Bengal. 
I am not going into motives here, but I omy say this, that It IS clearly 
impossible to expect a delicate piece of mechanism to work, if many of 
those who should be assisting, thrust obstacles into the machinery, partly 
because they do not like the nationality of the designers, and partly because-
they think "the design should in itself have been different. That iR the-
definition of our position; now for the action we propose to take. We do. 
not limit ourselves to demanding that the system should be further tested. 
We propose to make a serious attempt to in,estigate justifiable complaints 
against the working of the scheme in practice; to assess the causes, and to. 
examine the remedieB necessan. We claim that this must precede any 
general inquiry into the policy ~ d scheme of the Act, or general advance-
within the Act itself. In investigating these difficulties and may be defectB 
in the actual working of the present system, we shall consult Local Govern-
ments on the subject; and we shall not close our ears to representations 
from outside. It mav be that the remedy for these difficulties will be-
found b:v using the ruie-making power within the Act; I refer to the utili-
sation of those sections to which reference is so often made, 19A, 45A and 
9613. It ~  even be-I can say nothing as to this-that the inquiry may 
show that some changes are required in the structure of the Act in order-
to rectify definite and ascertained defects experienced in actual working. 
When we have our results, and those results are ready for presentation to· 
Parliament, then before they are finally presented to Parliament we shan 
ask the Secretary .)f State to give every opportunity for discussion in this 
country both in the Legislature and elsewhere. That is as far as we can 
go at present; but I believe that this undertaking gives a guarantee that we 
are determined genuinely to discharge our duty to the Reform Scheme and 
to prepare the way for the nerl stage of advance. It will, I know, be 
unsatisfactory to many Members here who desire not only that the stages 
should be more clearly marked, but that they should proceed infinitely 
more quickly towards the final consummation. But, Sir, as I have said 
before, the achievement of political ideals must wait on the development of 
political conditions. With every desire to-attain the former we can neither 
regulate nor control the latter. And if our promise is disappointing to 
many.. ~t on one point we can be clear. It is not open to us, 
and It IS not open to anyone here, to argue this case as 
though we were contestants battling in a court of law for th& 
possession of the future of India. That is not BO. Our objective is 
the same. Our aim is the same and our purpose as high as that of any 
of those who wish the best for India. We would fain have taken all with 
us along the same r ~  but if ~ h.ave chosen a path which is longer than 
!!Orne here :would desue to take; If It appears to be less easy, it is because 
we believe that we can plant ~ r footsteps ~e firmly on the higher 
ground, and that our progress, If less rapId, will be more certain; we 
mistrust the morasses and t ~ dange:s of the shorter ways in the valleys 
below. Weare vowed to thIS empnse. We shall not falter in it· but 
we can persist to the end only on one condition. Unless the best of india 
. join .us, then our. labour will be in vain, and in vain will India look for 
our Journey'a ending. 
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Pml1t lIoW&l Behru (Cities of the United Provinces: Non-Muham 
nladan Urban): Sir, I beg formally to move the amendment. that stanch 
in my name. It runs as follows: 

" That. the following be substituted for the original Resolution : 

• This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council to take steps to 
have the Government of India Act revised with a view to establish full responsible 
~ er e t in India and for the said purpose: 

(a) to summon at an early date a repl'esentative Round Table Conference to 
recommend with due regard to the protection of the rights and interests of 
important minorities the scheme of a constitution for India; and 

-(b) after dissolving the Central Legislature to place the said scheme for approval 
before a newly-elected Indian Legislature for its approval and submit the 
same to the British Parlianlent to be embodied in a Statute.' .. 

~ r  I am very l:,llld that I ~ had an opportunity of listening to the 
speakers who liave preceded me. I hope now to be better able to deal with 
my proposition and with the position which I mean to lay before the House 
for its acceptance. As will be seen, the proposition divides itself_ into three 
parts. The first declares the goal; the second and third the various stages 
which have to be gone through to reach the goal. Now, so far as the first 
part is concerned, there is no exception taken to it to-day in th:s House, 
nor, as lar as I am awlU'C, has any objection been taken before this outside 
this House. '1'h6 whole controversy .ranges round the other two parts. 
But the Honourable the Home Member has raised certain questions which 
have reference to the first part also and I shall bcg with your permission 
to refer to them at a later stage of my remarks. 

I wish, first of all, to thank my frieud, Mr. Uaugachariar, for the very 
graceful compliment he has paid to the Swarajists and for the welcome 
he has extended to them in this House. I am particularly glad to find that 
my Honourable friend has admitted, though I do not know if he is aware of 
it, that he is not very far removed from a Swarajist. (Hear, hear.) When 
referring to the glass dome and his intention to throw stones upon it at 
some future time, he was really saying what the Swaraj Party has been 
saying  for some time past, and what the Congress, ever since it resorted 
.to a policy of non-co-operation, has been preaching to the country. He is, 
·or if he is not yet, he will, I hope, be a very valuable acquisition to our 
ranks, and we shall welcome him with open arms. Now, Sir, beyond this 
I do not think it is necessary for me to deal with Lne remarks of my friend, 
Mr. Rangachariar, and I shall simply lay a few broad facts before this 
House in support of the proposition which I have the honour to move, 
It will be seen, as I have submitted, that the first part of my proposition 
is unexceptionable. That there is a deep-seated desire for Swaraj-in the 
P( untry I do not think anyone will doubt. That that desire proceeds from 
the natural cravings of the human heart for freedom, I do not think any 
'one will seriously deny. That being so, I say the first and the ~t  
requisite for full responsible Govenllnent is' completely established. 
According to all modern conceptions, wllat vou have to look 'to is a genuine 
desire proceeding from ..the natural in"tinct to which I have referred and 
·the determination to attain that desire. That is all that entitles a nation 
that is all that has ever ep.titled a nation, to complete  self-government 
and complete responsibility. But I am not going to put my case so high 
oo-day. The desire for Swaraj, as all must be aware in this House, has 
passed. through the usual stages of ridicule and intimidation, rather 
unusually prolonged, and has now, it may be said, and properly said 
-emerged. from an ordeal of fire unscathed and pure. That desire haB led 
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different sections of my countrymen to different courses of action. It 
is all a quest.ion of the intensity of the ee~  of each section, the point of. 
view of each section and the mentality of each section of my countrymen. 
That each has been prompted and guided by the best of motives there can 
be no doubt whatever. 'l'he question then is: have we made out a case for 
the realisation of that desire? Well, what is asked for in my friend, 
Mr. Rangachariar's Resolution and what I ask for by my amendment ~  

without mincing words, a complete overhaulmg of the Government of India 
Act. The Honourable the Rome Member has made a very strong case, 
or at least has attempted to do so, against that proposition. Now, ~ r  

what is the chief plank in his argument, and what is the great argument 
that has always been employed against any further advance in political 
rights to be given to the Indians? It .is said that those who desire any 
further advance are precluded by the Government of India Act itself from 
making the demand, because the Preamble sets out in clear words that res-
ponsible Gpvernment will only be granted by successive stages and that 
Parliament shall be the sole judge of the manner and measure of each 
advance, or words to that effect. And it is said that vou have no business 
to come forward and ask for anything. It is for you to satisfy I)arliament, 
to satisfy us who are the agents of Parliament here-I mean the Govern-
ment-that vou deserve a further advance and YOU shall have it but noL 
before that.· Now, Sir, our answer, straight and clear, as unequivoeal 
as the Preamble, is that that Preamble is bad, the whole law, the whole 
Act is as bad as could possibly have been devised to postpone, to stifle and to 
suppress the natural desire which I have already mentioned. That is what 
we say and we are perfectly entitled to say so. We feel that we must say so. 
\Vhat answer is it that the Act provides so and so, when the one reason 
why we do not want it is precisely because it provides so and so. Sir, it is 
arguing in a circle. \Ve say t.hat the Act has done a gross injustice to us in 
that Preamble and in the subsequent provisions of -it which refuse to us 
the full rights of responsible Government that we demand. It. ill said: 
" You will not have them because the Act does not allow vou to ask for· 
them, but leaves it to the judgment of Parliament alone.'; Now, Sir, I 
ask what special sanctity is there in this  particular Act of Parliament that 
we must not say a word against it'! Wherein does it differ from other Acts 
of Parliament, all of which may be modified or repealed at any time ? We 
ask for the modification of this Act or for its :t:epeal, whatever may be 
necessary, and in doing so I really do not know what unconstitutional or 
improper act we are guilty of. Well, Sir, if it is true that we may ask for 
the modification of a piece of legislation which we take exception to, we 
are not going beyond our rights. 

Then, the next question is, " Is the modification that we ask for justifi(:il 
1 under the circumstances?' , That really is the crux of l.h<l-
P.H whole matter. It has been said-and I have been hearing >t 

considerable amount of loose talk during the last three or fOUl" days outside 
this House-that the Act contains within itself lWlough to give us that. 
from which we can grow, from which we can acquire more by the building 
up of conventions and thing£! of that sort. I wish at once to dispose of 
that argument. I say that, so far as I am concerned, it will takA very 
strong authority, and that of the weightiest character, to convince me 
that any conventions can grow so as to defeat" the express provisions of 
a Statute of Parliament. They are simply talking as if this Statute did 
D(It exist. But, even if such conventions could grow, I submit we ara-, 
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not content to let them grow in the way in which it has been suggested. 
We wish that our rights should be formulated, recognised and clearly ad-
mitted, and not only admitted and recognised but actually conceded to 
us. 
Now, as for the steps, the argument is that the Government are i':l 

fact doing the very thing that the Resolution and the amendment ask for, 
because what is called the working of the reforms constitutes the ste~ s 
which are to be taken to secure the ultimate revision of the Govemme'lt 
of India Act, and, in insisting upon the working of the reforms as they 
stand, we are doing all that is necessary to secure the revision of thd 
Act and the inevitable establishment of responsible government after all 
the steps mentioned in the Act have been taken. Now, Sir, our submis-
sion is-and I am glad that the Honourable the Home Member has not 
been able to point to anything that I have said before I came to this 
House which conflicts with what I am going to submit now (Laughter)-
we in the Congress have demanded ever since the year 1919 full respon-
sible government; call it Swaraj, call it Dominion status, call it anything 
you like. The Honourable the Home Member has not paid attention to 
one very important fact that after the year 1919 the Congress has com-
mitted itself to a policy aud a programme which were quite new and whi.ili 
had not been adopted before that year. I submit that it will serve no 
useful purpose except perhaps that of historical research to cite what the 
Congress said or what the leader of the Congress said in the years 1916, 
H1l7 and 1918 and in previous years. From the year 1919 up to the prd-
sent day the -demand has been consistent that what we require is respon· 
sible government, that the Government of India Act is wholly de ~ 

and disappointing. 'l'he Congress has said that it will not rest until It 
has obtained either a revision or 1\ repeal of that Act. That was the posi. 
tion under which the Act came into force and that is the position under 
which now it begins its second courSE:. At this stage my friend, Mr. Ran-
gachariar, thinks that it is not so improper as the Honourable the Home 
Member thinks to ask for a revision of the Act. As I have saici, Sir, Wd 
have got to see other things besides the provisions of the Act itsdf if we 
wish to come to a right cOftclusion as to whether the time has come Iur 
its revision or not. What are we suggesting? We are not asking or 
complete responsible government to be handed over to us tied up in " 
bundle. We say we are quite capable of it. we are quite fit for it, but 
what is it that my amendment is suggesting? It simply suggests what 
the Honourable the Home Member says they are not unwilling to do, but 
upon conditions. In fact. when you come to examine the position as dis-
closed by the speech of my Honourable friend. Mr. Rangachsriar and 
the Honourable the Home Member. the whole thmg resolves itself into 
this, are we going to take this Committee fettered with the condition which 
the Honourable the Home Member has proposed? In effect he says .. 'We 
stick to the principle of the Bill. we have no objection to exploring the 
avenues of improvement whether they are founa within tbe four corneN; 
of the Act or without, but one thing must be certain and that is that we 
are not prepared to admit your claim to fnll responsible government or 
Dominion status." I may tell you at once that, so far as my Partv is 
ooncerned. it will take a round table conference, or Committee. or what-
ever other name you may give it, but the scope of that Committee or th It 
conference must not be limited. It must go into tbe whole matter. It 
must have the right to recommend whatever it considers proper. After 
all; it bas no statutory powers, it is not a thing which can bind AU pa1.-nes 
for all time to come, It can only make recommendations and upon t. ~e 
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recommendations we ask the necessary steps to be taken to give them 
the sanction of law. 

The fact is, Sir, that my amendment has been considerably toned doW!! 
to llleet the wishes of friends who are not Swarajists in this Assembly. 
It seemed to me that there could be no possible objection taken to it from 
the Government side but, when we find that even such a mild, such ~ 
modest, request as this simply asking for a conference to go into the whole 
matter to find out for itself what is to be done and what is not to be don!:', 
is to be subjected to conditions, then I rea.lly do not know what Resolu-
tion would have been mild enough for the Government Benches to accept. 
However that may be, it is my duty to make my position as perfectly 
clear as the Honourable the Home Member has made his. What we are 
asking for is not intended to convey something by way of a threat as has 
been believed in certain quarters and as has been hinted at by my HonoUl'-
able friend the Home Member. We are putting before the Government 
an honest and a fair demand. This is the demand not only of the 8waraj-
ists but also of a very large number of the elected Members of this House, 
as the House will know by and by when other Honourable Merpbers ris.:: 
in their places to support it. It is not fair to tell us that you can only do 
1;his or you cannot ao that. It is not fair to treat ou,r demand as a threat 
and to threaten us in return with dire consequences if we dare to make it. 
What I say is this: whatever we can do in this House, it is quite obvious 
that it must be done within the rules and within what is called the consti-
tution. Persona.lly speaking, I say there is no constitution for India. I 
refuse to believe in this constitution. I agreed to come into 
i!his Assembly and I am bound by the rules. That is tha 
only thing that I consider ~d . I do not think that any-
thing deserves the name of a constitution for a country in the making 
{)f which the people of the country di I not have a voice, and for that reason 
I say that I do not give it the dignity of a constitution, although I submit 
to the rules. Now, if we submit to the rules, it is open to us to do certam 
things under these rules in this House and in the Provincial Councils. If 
we can obstruct you under the rules, what is there to prevent us from 
doing so as an answer to the attitude that you adopt? Sir, I may at once 
say that the Swarajya Party has sought the suffrage of the electorates not 
to engage itself in the humdrum business of putting questions and getting 
answers and acquiescing in the process marked out in the Act itself for 
further stages of 'l.dvance and similar things. 

We have come here to do something which we have not be.en doi!lg 
1>0 far. I think it will mightily please my friends of the Congress who r~ 

known by the name of .. No-changers " to hear \)fltat I am about to say,-
but I do not mind it, I have never concealed it; air. we have come here to 
{)ffer our co-operation, non-co-operators as we ate, if you will care to co-
{)perate with us. That is why we are here. U you agree to have it, we 
are your men; if you do not, we shall, like men, stand upon our rights 
and continue to be er t rs~ Now what threat is there in this? 
When I say what I am, what threat do I convey? Am I conveying any 
new idea? If we conform to the programme of non-eo-operation, are we 
doing something that we have not been doing? We have so far been 
working outside the Councils and this Assembly with a. d-efinite object. 
Tba.t object we have still in view, that object we consider perfectly legiti-
mate. But we have eome here because the dust and hea.t of the contro-
versy which haa..been raging for the last three or four years, in fa.ct ever· 
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·Sinlle the inauguration of these reforms, has obscured the real issues. ' We 
.have come here and our coming here affords an opportunity to clear those 
issues as no other opportunity can. We are here for that purpose. ~ 

are not here simply to wreck or to destroy. We have been referred t<) 
as a party of aestrnction, and "'Teckers. Yes, we are out to wreck and 
«estroy things of evil, and, rightly or wrongly, we think that the present 
reforms are a thing of evil. We have come to ask you to meet us so th.lt 
we may put our heads together,-to hear us and to let us hear you and 
then to come to some definite conclusion. If we agree, well and good; 
if we do not we shall agree to differ, and the issues will be clarified. 
'fhat is the thing. h is no business of ours to ,Heck things which we 
believe are doing good to the country. At least it will be admitted that 
we have no personal motives. We have not anv axes of our own to 
grind. We believe in a certain principle. We ~ e e that our country 
'has reached a' particUlar stage, and that at t.hat particular stage it .3 
~ t t ed to certain rights, which rights are being withheld from it. We 
'Ray that we cannot get those rights by an armed revolution, by delivering 
~ great thumping blow, which alone in other countries has gained freedom 
for the people of those countries. In the very nature of things we cliIlIlot 
do that and therefore we say, we shall simply not assist you. What law, 
what reason, is there which can compel us to co-operate V\oith people who 
·do not co-operate with us? However, I am not here, Sir, to justify the 
principles of non-eo-operation, but I certainly am here to say that we 
claim to be as mueh bound by our own principles as any honourable body 
of lllen has ever claimed to b .. , and that is all. 

Now, it is said that the Act has bean passed and the policy of the Act 
'has been approved by n series of Prime Ministers. We were told by His 
Rxeelleney in hi,; ,;peedl from tlw throne that. during less than four yean; 
()f the period he has occupied his exalt.ed office, there have been no less 
than four Prime Minisurs in England and four Governments and that each 
Prime Minister and each Government has approved the policy of this Act. 
'Kow, Sir, that is certainly so. But I should like the Honourable the Home 
Member to answer the question, suppose there had been a dozen Prime 
Ministers and a dozen Governments in this interval of four years, would 
these reforms have been three times as good as they are to-day? I do not 
understand, Sir, I say with due deference, what has the change of Govern-
ment or the change of Prime Ministers to do with a good or bad piece of 
legislation or with the fact whether it i3 suited to the circumstances of the 
-country or not. Well, T think I would attach more value to the opinion of 
.the Honourable the Home Member than I would to those of all the Prime 
Ministers that have held office ever since the beginning of Parliament up 
:to this date. Why? Because he knows what I know, perhaps more. My 
only trouble with him is that I cannot gat him to feel as I feel. My trouble 
,with Parliament, with Frime Ministers and with the British public is th·\t 
I cannot impart to them the knowledge which my friend the Honourable the 
Home Member possesses. Then there is the British public. It has been 
said that the British people must also be taken to have set their seal of 
approval upon these reforms, because there have been these frequent 
,changes of Government. Well, Sir, I should have imagined that this 
'rapid succession of Primp Ministers snd Governments only went unmistak-
ably to show that. ·,our bOUle politics are in n hopelesf; muddle and that 
JOu cannot either afford the time or have the inclination to pay attention to 
'matters outside, strictly spealring, the circle of your home politics such 
'at! India and Dominion status for India. But however that may ~. it is 
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8. fHat which I know personally, and which my friend Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya also knows, as we have both tried to gain a hearing at the bar-
of the august body known as the Briti8h people or the British public, that 
it is impossible under the best of conditions for Indians to secure a hearing 
in that great tribunal. We tried to do so and everybody knows how 
miserably we failed. It is impossible for us to approach that body. We 
can approach the Prime Minister; we can approach the Secretary of State; 
we can approach the Honourable the Home Member here and the othar 
Government Members but the British public is altogether intangible and is 
something like the will-o ·-the-wisp, which the further we follO'.\" the further 
it recedes. That is our experience. We therefore decided for want of any-
thing better to depend upon ourselves and that is what we are doing. 

Now, Sir, the process laid down is nothing, I submit, but a reversal of thE' 
natural order of things. What the Government of India Act provides is 
that an extraneous authority has the right to determine the stages, the 
manner, the measure and the time for the advance of It nation to attain 
its freedom. I do not think there is anyone who will question now "r 
seriously argue against the proposition that if there is anything by which 
nations and communities--big and small-should be governed and should 
be guided, it is their own will. The House will be pleased to observe that 
clause 3 of my amendment has a direct reference to and is suggested by 
the right of self-determination. Now, that is the principle which we want 
the British Government and Parliament to accept. That is the principle 
which it will be for the round table conference first to say whether it i.s 
prepared to recommend and then for the new Legislature which I propose 
in the third clause of my amendment tc accept. 

Now, Sir, I may briefly explain clauses 2 and 3. It will be observed 
that we have left out all details and we did so because we thought they 
would more properly form the subject ot subsequent negotiations and subse-
quent conversations. But I must make it perfectly clear that the re-
presentative round table conference mentioned in clause 2 must be really 
representative to the satisfaction of this House. It was intended at firo;t 
to mention certain proportions but it was subsequently decided to drop 
them and to leave the word' representative - there. That, 1 submit, is all 
essential condition of that clause of the amendment. Then, when we 
come to clause 3, I find that there is an amendment to that amendment of 
mine which is proposed by Dr. Gour. I do not know what his reasons are 
for omitting that clause because his amendment simply seeks to drop the 
third clause'of mv amer.dment. I wish to hear his reasons when he moves 
it and, if I have' no right of reply, I hope some Honourable Member 
who win hear his reasons will be able to reply to him. For the present 
however I content mysE:lf by saying that that clause affords the only reason 
for having a conference and provides the only way by which you can 
ascertain the will of the people. I can understand a certain amount nf 
nervousness o:lthe part of my friend about another general election, but 
T can assure him that he will receive the same assistance as he did last 
t'-me-(Laughter)-if he withdraws his amendment. 

Another reason why we want this itew Legislature to be elected is the 
same as was put forward by the Honourable the Home Member. He wantlil 
the best of India to agree to anything that is to be done IiIO that there will 
be no future difficulties on the score· of the constitution or of theru1eA' 
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or of the exact rights which are going to be taken by us or given by the 
Government as it likes to put it. Now, I want also the best of India io 
come to this Legislature. A!; we are all aware, many of om' best men are 
suffering from disqualifications and have not been able to contest tne 
elections. I want them to be here. As for the proposal of my friend, the 
Home Member, that he wants the b(;st of the people to agree to the 
arrangement, I can only say that it will all depend upon the manner in 
which the best of Indin is approached or if, I may put it the other way, 
in which the advances or the approach made by the best of India are-
received by the Governmenj;. 

Now, I shall try to answer the questions which have been put by the 
Honourable the Home Member. I will first make the general observation 
that all these questions are rea'lly answerqd by the terms of the amendment 
which I have put forward before the House, because there is nothing 'n 
that amendment, as I said before, which asks that something should be 
done to-day without consulting the very interests, the very persons which 
the Honourable the Home Member mentioned are very necessary to be 
oonsulted. His first question was: Is this Dominion status to be confined 
to India or will it include Indian States as well, and, if so, on what terms? 
I say it all depends on our preliminary conversations. If the Indian 
States want to come in, let us have their representatives too. H they do 
not want to come in, we do not want them. All the questions that have 
been put are, I submit, suffieiently answered by one or the other olause of 
my amendment. 

Then the next thing was that Dominion status of course implies protec-
tion of the Dominion by its own armies. I do realise that and we arc 
perfectly willing to confer with you as to how that may be done. We do 
require men to protect our Dominion with our own armies, but is it Ht. 
all fair on your part to tum to us whom you have deprived even the use 
of arms, who cannot eVen have such training in the use of arms as you give 
in your schools and colleges? And why, because you have prohibited it. 
1 Hay. is it fail' of yon to turn l'Ouml Hnd tell II"; .. You have got to bE. armed; 
you have no Army and therefore you cannot have Dominion status." 
What Army have you got? Is it not the Indian Army-I do not say it 
is the sole Army that protects us but is it not the largest factor in the 
British Army in India r. I need not go into what the Inman Army has 
achieved because that,is a very long story and everybody knows it. Were 
they Indian soldienl or were they not? 

When it comes to the carrying on of the government, I find three distin-
guished cOlllltrvn;lt'1l of l;linl' on thl' Governllll'nt l:-f'nches. You talk of 
Hindu-Moslem' differences. Well, without prying into official secrets, r 
think I may ask for information whether these three gentlemen-one from 
Bengal, the other from the P,Injab and the third from Madras-whether-
these gentlemen, when deciding matters relating to the administration, 
have been flying at each other's throati:! in the Executive Council Chambill'. 
I mean, what is there that cannot be done if of course the proper steps 
~re taken; and it is the taking of the proper steps upon which we lay special 
Insistence. The steps may take some time; I do not say that everything 
has to be accomplished in a night. But to say that you are not entitlsd 
to it and you will not get it because we have said so-that is a position :.~ 
great unfairness to which ~e are not going to submit. 

Then the next Question is, there are these communal differenl'&'I. Of 
course communal differences there aro. Unfortunately they exist .. We. 
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.have not denied them. But as my friend the Honourable the Home 
Member has read an extract from the Congress Civil Disobedience Inquiry 
.(lommittee, where the existenoe of these communal differences has been 
-admitted, perhaps he will like to hear what he has overlooked-the remedy 
suggested and the reason for it. -

Now in that report we find-paragraph 70 begins thus (I have not got 
.the report but I read from the Annual Register) : 

"The Prime Minister of England in the famous speech recently delivered by him 
in the HO)lse of Commons has thus justified the maintenance of the Indian Civil Service 
for all time to come: 

• There is great variety of races and creeds -in India, probably greater variety 
than in the whole of Europe. There are innumerable divisive forces there, 
and if Britain withdrew her strong hand, nothing would ensue except 
divisions, strife, conflict and anarchy.' " 

The report proceeds:, 

•• Now the strong hand of Britain is the • British Civil Sel'vice in India '. ~ e 

the cause of ' divisions, strife, conflict and anarchy' and you take away the sole justi-
fication for the continuation of that distinguished service. There can be no question 
.that inter-communal differences constitute the sole cause of 'divisions, strife, conflict 
and anarchy' and that inter-communal unity which means the removal of that cause 
means also the removal of all justification for the continuance of the Civil Service." 

Then, after dealing with the causes, the Committee go on to say: 

" The only radical cure for the disease is the entire elimination of the mischief-
maker; but that, in view of the conflict of interests we have pointed out above, cannot 
happen unless and until the costly maintenance of the Indian Civil Service ceases to 
depend upon ' divisions, strife, conflict and anarchy'; in other words, unless and until 
Swarajya is fully established. It is only then that the mischief-maker will lose his 
oQCcupation and think of some other opening for his activities." 

But, Sir, it is said by my learned friend that in spite of these differences 
he is willing to have some sort of inquiry. He has excluded certain things, 
however, from that inquiry, namely, the question of the immediate r ~ 

-of Dominion status, and he has not given us full information as to what 
·are the questions on which he would go to this Committee for inquiry. He 
has indicated that the advance that is necessary may be found within the 
four corners of the Act itself or that it may be necessary even to recast 
some portions of the Government of India Act; ~ not wholly modify it 
as is demanded by the Resolution of my friend and by my amendment. 
"That is a question, Sir, which does not arise at the present moment. 

I should like to say one more word, :;ir, before I sit down and that is 
that the opportunity which this occasion offerS is an opportunity which 
should not be thrown away either by the Government or by us. It wild. 
serve no useful purpose to continue the state of things which hal' existed 
·during the last few years. The Government is vpry well aware that there 
-is a section of the pub:ic of India which cannot be entirely ignored and 
which demands for the country certain rights and ill prepared to put those 
rights before you, but is not likely to be frightened away by threats. It is 
not prepared to submit -to conditions which are foreign to its policy, but 
-it! fully prepared to bear all the consequences of its action, action which it 
has decided upon after mature and deliberate consideration. I say this simply 
~ se the tone of the debate as set by my friend, Mr. Rangachariar, was 
different to the tone of the debate as modified by the Honourable the Home 
-Member. I have said already, and I repeat It again, that we are not here 
"to. threaten anybody, Dor-even in our activities outside is it any part of our 
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business to threaten anybody, and I submit that what is taken as a threat 
certainly was not intended to be a threat. All that we want is that you 
should consider the proposition which we place before you in the same mood 
without saying that this thing or that thing will happen to us. It must 
b(' remembered that we, some of us at least, have burnt our boats behind 
us. We take our stand upon these rights, and it does not matter to us in 
the least what happens so long as we go 00 rendering such service to our 
country as we believe our countr:\" is entitled to. 

Now, Sir, I do not propose to go into the distinction, the fine distinction, 
which the Honourable the Home Member has drawn between responsible· 
Government and Dominion status and all the rest of it, but all I ask, and 
the whole object of my remarks is, that the Honourable the Home Member· 
should reconsider his observations in regard to the conditions that he wants 
to impose upon either a Committee or a Conference or other agency which 
may be appointed. If he can see eye to eye with me on that point, if hE" 
agrees to remove all the conditi,ms on behalf of the Government, then it will 
be for the Conference· to m",ke recommendations. The Government will' 
be represented and every possible interest will be represented. 

The Honourable Sir Kalcolm Hailey: Sir, I hope you will pardon my 
saying one word. I was very loathe to interrupt the Honoumble Member· 
in the speech so thoughtfully phrased with such facility. He once or twicE" 
referred to the fact that I had mentioned the word • threat '. You will 
bear me out when I say that I mentioned if, only to discount it. 

Pandit KoWal Nehru: I accept it. 
The Honourable Sir J[alcolm Hailey: I am glad, Sir, because I should 

be very unwilling indeed that we should discuss between us a question of 
such vital importance with the atmosphere of threats behind us. I accept 
it fully that the Honourable Member did not think that I had that in II\F 
mind and I now l.-now that he has not had it in his mind. 

Pandit KoWal Nehru: Sir, I can assure the Honourabla the Home· 
Member that I fully accept what he says. It is not that I thought he was 
giving any threats, but he mentioned those threats and I took him to mean 
certain things which had been mentioned outside the House. 

lIr. President: Honourable Members are aware that, when we meet 
on Friday, which is not our uSlial practice, we as a rule adjourn for longer' 
than the usual hour in order to meet the wishes of an important section 
in this House. I propose, therefore, now to adjourn till 3 0 'clock, and, 
when we resume business, I shall probably have to remind the Houst! 
of the existence of Standing Order 62. 

The Assembly then adjourned for Lunch till. Three of the Clock. 

The Assemoly re-assembled after Lunch at Three of the Clock,. 
Mr. President in the Chair. 

Sir OampbeU Bhod81 (Bengal, European): Sir, the. ehief point iB 
fa ... our of the Resolution before toe House is the fact that it is moved by 
ODe who has done more probably during the last three years than anyotJter 
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man on this side of the House to work the reforms. I am sorry to heal" 
from him to-day that, follo\\'ing a yisit t,o the plains of Raisina last Sunday, 
he has contracted that terrible disease of pessimism, from which I hope he 
will shortly recover. Now, Si.r, if I am to sum up his Hesolution and the 
amendment moved bv my HQnourable friend, I might do so in the well 
known words, " An illfant' "-and when I sayan infant I hope the Honour-
able Member will understand that I am attributing to him merely the 
qualities of innocenee and purity-" an infant crying in the night, an infant 
~ r  for the light, and with no language but a cry". The Pandit has 
.expressed his thanks to the Mover of the Besolution for the welcome he 
gave him here to-day. May I join in that welcome and may I tell t.he 
Pandit, as I said in an article I recently wrote, that the absence of hIm 
and his friend-s, I felt, was a real loss to the last Assembly. Pandit Moti 
Lal Nehru told us this morning that the Act was bad. I am not standing 
up this afternoon to say that the Act is good. No Act, which is of a very 
-transitional nature, can ever be considered good. But it is better than the 
Government of England Act, for that Act does not, exist. The Pandit 
despises conventions. I defy him to tell of any progress in the world that, 
has been brought about in any other way than by conventions. But this 
Act, good or bad, is before us and one of the conditions of that Act is that 
'a Commission shall eventually come out to see whether it is desirable to 
-extend, modify or restrict the degree of responsible government then 
existing. In his famous pronouncement of 20th August 1917, Mr. Montagu 
said: 

"  I would add that progress in this policy can only be achieved by successive st ~es. 

-The British Government and the Government of India, on whom the responsibility lies 
for the welfare and advancement of tho Indian veoples must be judges of the time and 
measure of each advance, and they must be guIded by the co-operation received from 
those upon whom new opportunities of service will thus be conferred and by the extent 
~ which it is found that confidence can be reposed in their sense of responsibility." 

It is, therefore, a question of convincing the British Parliament of our 
-co-operation, of our proper use of the powers we have and of the need for 
a further advance. That responsibility the British Parliament can delegate 
only to a Royal Commission for report and to no one else. Pandit Motilal 
Nehru has told us this morning not to neglect a certain section of the 
-people. The British Parliament cannot afford either to neglect a certain 
section of people which numbers 240,000,000 souls. Coming now to the 
speech of the Mover of the amendment I can only sum up his very dignified 
and lucid exposition as a demand and a statement of the consequences of 
refusal. It is, therefore, as we stand before the tribunal of the British 
Parliament, a question not of voting but of argument. The British 
Parliament when it has to consider what effect will have to he given to this 
~s t  if carried, will naturally look at the debate which took place on 
thIS proposal to see what arguments have been advanced in favour of the 
Resolution. Let us go into that evidence tOQ'ether. I think that the 
I:Ionourahle ,Mover of t'-Je Resolution and I am certain mv Honourable friend 
the Pandit in his amendment are in considerable doubt as to ~ et er we 
have now: hefnre UR such evidence M should win our case. OtherwiRe why 
this disincl;nRt;on to ~ e t the findings of an impArtial hodv? They e~r 

t ~t the RritiRh Pflrliament will say to them: "We have set before you 
'8 d'igh of'refol\1'l1. Some of yon have yUbhled at it: !lome of you have 'not 
·touched it at all, and vou all with one 'Voice say, • Take it away andbrmg 
-us. the -seoond course:" . 
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Now, Sir, what is our evidence with regard to the provinces? How has 
responsible government prospered there? My own experience is chieily 
in the province where 1 have spent twenty-seven years of my life. There I 
find that the fundamental drawback to the present system of dyarchy is 
that the members \yill not support their Ministers. I said recently in an 
article which I wrote-I said it because I believed it, I said it because I 
wanted to see if it would be challenged: 

" It is doubtful whether there is to-day a single Indian politician to whom either the 
Viceroy or the Governors of Provinces can entrust a portfolio in full confidence that the 
new Minister would command for any length of time the loyal support of a majority 
-of his fellow Members in his Council." . 

I went on to say that there were many men in India who were worthy 
of that support. No, Sir, there is not at the present moment that union 
amongst the Members themselves in support of, their Ministers which is 
.the fundamental basis of all responsible self-Government. There is unio!l 
only in destruction. My Honourable friend the Pandit told us this morn-
ing that, when they drafted their amendment, their idea was to be con-
structive and to put forward the proportionate representation of the various 
bodies which would sit round his proposed round table but they decided to 
leave that over. I gather from his speech that he and his party have 
-decided to leave all awkward questions Qver and only so long as it is 
·8 question of des "ruction, can they be unanimous. But the minute any con-
structive proposal comes in, then divided counsels appear. Now, Sir, 
taking again my own province I do not think we are ready for full provinuial 
.autonomy. I was told the other day, by a man who knows, that there 
is more crime in Bengal to-day than on the frontier. The Police Depart-
ment is at present in Bengal not transferred. Mr. C. R. Das, who is not 
.a pillar of this House but whom I might describe, I think, as a flying 
.buttress of one of the parties, spoke in the Bengal Council recently and 
made the extraordinary admission that onlv the other dav he had received 
.pledges from some young man who bad ~ ed to revo'lutionary societ;es 
that he would not take part in violent activities. Mr. Das said that, in spite 
.of this .pledge given to Mr. Das, the police bad arrested him. One of 
Mr. Das's party in the same debate RRid that Regulation III had deprived 
him of some of his best friends. He thus explained the use of firearms in 
'Bengal: 

" They were smuggled into the country. They were cheap and people had a romantic 
attract;on for arms because they were forbidden these arms. These arms came into 
·the possession of young men and they could understRnd ROme s~ ded youths might 
collect associates and carry 011 a business which they thought would serve the es~ 
interests of the country." . 

I hRve never before seen revolution explained in such beautiful terms; 
and yet the Bengal Council insisted on the passing of the Gormdas Act 
which allowed the deportation of men without. trial. Personally, it is a 
matter of indifference to me when the time of mv assassination comes 
whether I am stabbed in the back by a goonda br the s ~e of my wHtch 
and chain or shot in the be.ck hy a young man, a friend of one of 
Mr. C. R. Das's friends, in Rlistake for It Government official. ParliRrnent. 
has got to consider the communal aspect of the Question. Thp resu'lt of 
-the reform scheme has and must necP,,"arilv hAve' bef'n that Rll spctions 
of t,he communitv have become more alive to politic"l rights Rnd in Renl!ftI 
to-day the poqition as between the Hindu and MuhHmmRdrm is very 
ReTions. Mv Rinrlll friend!'! comnlain to' IT'll thAt at the rP~e t  mOT','",nt 
they 'can /let· prMlticaHv .no offices iII; the Legislative e 1 t ~ t.  ~  
'Complain that they cannot get the . number' of posts ,to whicn ·their 
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education entitles them. The Muhammadans complain that they cannot get 
the number of posts to which their numbers entitle them. We have· 
therefore unl<:ss it is carefully handled, 1\ very serious situation. 
The danger is that with full provincial autonomy one party would 
be in the ascendancy and the other might suffer, with the consequence, 
the inevitable consequence, that a strong und independent police force 
under the Executive would be absolutely essential, for the alternative to a 
strong police force under the Executive is the employment of the military. 
called in perhaps to do something which will not appeal to them in the 
way of putting down an agitation due to these unfortunate commlmal 
differences; and there is one thing we do not want, that is, every English-
man does not want, and I think our Indian friends too, namely, that, owing 
to the weakness of Government, we should find ourselves up against a 
military dictatorship. Now, as regards the Central Legislature, I think 
we can pride ourselves on having done more useful work. His Excellency 
the Viceroy has given his testimony to that fact. But here again we 
have onlv been unanimous in our destruction; and we have failed time 
after time, with some very notable exception", to be unanimous in construc-
.tion. There have been no regular leaderll, there have been no regular 
parties. There has not been that traditional support of the Government 
to which everv Government is entitled, and ·without which fL Government 
cannot put forward its best efforts. We were told during n. debate the 
other day that the Executive Government here is not responsible to tllis 
House. I think the Finance Member told us 1"0 when at that very time 
he was moving a Bill which, as he informed us he could not put into 
force without the consent of this House. He was putting up a Bill which 
he said would confer powers on him which he would not have but for this 
House; and, further, he was telling us that we had powers at any time to 
repeal the Act. We have therefore considerable responsible government 
already. The present House is tr ed~ 'fhis is not the time, before 
we know what the House is going to do, to decide on our evidence to put 
before a Royal Commission. There are two questions which the Honour-
able the Home Member asked which have not been answered. In fact I 
gather from the Pandit that here again these questions are not going to be 
answered by himself or by his party. If they are not, the Houses of 
Parliament will assume that there is no answer to these questions, that 
there is no evidence ready to put before a Commission, and that therefore· 
it will be a waste of time for this Commission to come out. There is 
the question of the Army,-and my Honourable friend from Bengal told 
us that there was going to be a serious war iu Asia within the next three 
years. There is the question of the Indian States. There is the question 
of turning the Civil Services out from their present position into one of 
similarity to the permanent staff at home. And here, Sir, I would like 
to pay a tribute to the Leader of the House for the way in which during 
the last three years he has endeavoured to make these reforms a success. 
Those who have worked with him have paid that tribute before, but I do 
not think that this debate should be barren .of some tribute to him and 
his Colleagues, Indian and European, for the way in which they have 
attemJ?ted. and not s ess~  to work the reforms. Only yesterday 
the Fmance Member had to ~ter e e to prevent one province flying at 
the throat of another. The tIme, therefore, Sir, I submit, is not ripe. 
We have to work together within the Act; as I have tried to show else-
where, we have ample opportunities of developing practically all the eOD-
T8Iltions -of the present British oonatitutiOD. 
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Some of my community think that it would be a breach of faith with 
them, who have accepted the reforms unwillingly but accepted and tried 
'to work t.,.em, if there were any attempt to bring out a Royal Com.mission 
within the 10 years. Personally, I am not in favour of any period. It 
is a question not of a period but of the progress we make. And in con-
clu8ion, Sir, I would like to say, as I have said elsewhere, a responsible 
tlouse will very soon find itl,lelf in a position of responsibility,. My 
Honourable friend the Pandit says that the Congress will not r.est until 
Swaraj is attained. So I understood him. 1 hope the Congress will not 
rest. I hope the Congress will pursue a path of constructive policy, not 
destructive, and all of us en this side,...certainly the community that I 
represent, very many of us who have been brought up, as the Home MeQ;!-
ber said, in a spirit of liberalism at Home, will work earnestly with them 
to attain full responsible government as soon as we ourselves are responsi-
ble and able to work it. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas (Indian Merchants' Chamber and Bureau: 
Indian Commerce): May I ask the Honourable the Home Member to 
make clear to t~e House what reference he made to the appointment of 
a Committee by Government in his speech? I discovered dming lunch 
time that there were some misapprehensions as to exactly what he said, 
Ilnd I think it would help the discussion' very materially if he does not 
mind making it clear. . 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Halley: I made no reference to the ap-
pointmentof a Committee. I said that we should -institute inquiry with 
the assistance of the Local Governments into difficulties and defects in the 
actual working of the Act in practice. I said further that, when our pro-
posals had been formulated and were ready for presentation to Parliament, 
then, at that stage, we would ask the Secretary of State to give the very 
fullest opportunity for discussion in the Legislature and elsewhere of these 
_ proposals before they were presented to Parliament. 

Sir Purahotamdas Thakurdas: Purely departmental inquiries, I take it. 

The Honourable Sir Jlalcolm Hailey: That is so. 

JIr. O. Duraiswami Aiyanpr (Madras ceded districts and Chittool': 
~ d  Rural): Sir, I have to my credit two amendments on 

the agenda paper, and, before proceeding to these amendments and what 
I have got to say about them, I wish to say a few words upon the remarks 
that have fallen from the various speakers who h9:ve preceded me.' Sir, 
Diwan Bahadur Rangachariar in moviig the Resolution has prefaced it by 
saying that by exercising his will power over the ballot box he was able to 
bring out. this as the first of the non-official Resolutions in this Assembly. 
But I would remind him, Sir, that, in addition to his own will, there was 
-a still higher will that operated. There was the will of that mighty soul 
which is engaged in a weak and emaciated frame, which was rendering 
penance during the last two years in the Yerawnda jail. It is that tapas 
which  fructified ansi opened the eyes of God towards the woes of India, 
so'much so that the inanimate ballot box of this Assembly has taken now 
a national 1I0ul and a national life, Therefore, Sir, I give credit to that 
supreme influence which is now exercising and which is bound to exercise 
its influence towards the fruition of Indian aspirations. 

Bir, this question, willingly or unwillingly, is bound to take two tui-njl-
<me a raeia} question and another which I shall presently mention. The 
Qther day His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief told us that the racial 

c 
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distinction is not fonnd anywhere outside this Assembly but only in this 
Assembly. May I remind, him, Sir, that this Assembly is not,ing more 
than a mere mirror of the world outside. It is only a phenomenon and not 
the noumenon in itself, and. I daresay His Exoellenoy meant only a joke 
and never believed that-the distinction was nowhere,' exoept in tlais 
Assembly; otherwise as the Sootch adage goes "a sooth boord will be no 
boord; a. true joke will be no joke." Sir, there is another aspect which 
this discussion is likelv ·to take. It is likelv to draw the House into a divi· 
sion between two kinds of electorate that ~ have got. There is the elec-
torate of all people who re rese ~ the 350 mlHions of India. The electo-
r ~te composed of them will be on one side. And there is that powerfuT 
electorate called the 'Viceregal Lodge' on the other. But I am certain 
that on all hands it must be conceded that the time is ripe for India to get 
its own fullest stature as a nation. Sir, the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey 
passed some observations which I must answer as .best I can and leave 
the rest to the doye1}s of the party like Pandit Motilal Nehru inside and 
Deshabandhu Das outside. Sir, the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey ob-
served that among the various difi'lcult.ies that we will have to face before 
the Government becomes responsible is the interest of the European com-
merce 'and of the European capital in this country. Sir, I may say that 
the European capitalists. .  .  . 

'l'he Honourable Sir )(alcolm Hailey: If the . r ~ Member wiII 
excuse me, may I interrupt him for a minute. I merely said that Euro· 
pean capital and commerce in this country would like to know our decision. 
Nothing more than that. 

Mr. C. Duraiswami Aiyangar: Apart from any observation on his part 
I may also mention to this House that if Indi3 gets self-government, if 
India gets responsible govermnent',. the European interests in this country 
will be quite as safe and certainly' safer than the Indian capital is under 
the present Government. (Hear, hear.) I:)ir, it is this ,country that has 
produced a man about whom it. hasbeeD said by no less a person taan 
Colonel Wedgewood: . 

" If ever India happens to be governed by Gandhi, that land will be governed'.more-
according to the Sermon on the Mount than any other land on earth." 

This is an extract from what he said in his book on the 'Indo-British Com-
monw.ealth.' And, Sir, I may add that India under the inspiration of 
Gandhi is likely to produce many more Gandhis of his type and, when full 
responsible government is bestowedilOn India, the interests of every com-
munity will be safe, the interests of every nation and every race will be 
safe, and it can certainly be said that India is not a land of revenge or reta-
liation .. Sir, the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailev has also taken serious 
objection to the fact that this proposition of Diwan Bahadur T. Ranga-
chariar is opposed to the Government of India Act. It is the very thmg 
which he wants. He wants a revision of the Government of India Act 
and not that we should proceed under the Government of India Act . 

. Then, Sir, he has put four questions to this Assembly. He says that, 
if this full responsible government is introduced, what will become of the 
Indian States ? Sir, I have not the slightest objection that the Indian 
t ~ will be able to move quite as freely and happily with the respon-
sible Indian Government as they have been doing, or even better than they; 
have been doing,. till ~ . ,_ 
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Then, there is one t ~  more, that is the protection . of, minorities. He 
has indented upon the differences which are supposed to exist between the 
Hindus and Muhammadans. Differences did exist .. bUt I am certain they 
arc disappearing now, and, if Sir M.alcolm Hailey is still in'the dreamland 
of carrying on this Government on tbe divide et imp eTa policy; fam sure. 
Sir, he is mistaken. The times are drawing near whim Hindu-Moslem 
unity will.become an established fact, and 'pas almost become so already, 
and the fact that there are some differences here and t er~ need not trouble 
anvbodv. Sir, there is one other matter about which r want to sav a word 
with r~ ere e to his observations on the question of the t ~  army. 
with reference to the question whether India is' competent to 
control an army of its own. I may ask, was it with a view to 
raise this objection to-day, Sir, that these gentlemen were raising an objee-
tion to the proposition of Mr. Venkatapafuaju yesterday? It is certain 
that full responsible government takes aldng witb it the control of the 
army also. I -feel quite certain, 8S I have said elsewhere to the Honour-
ahle Mr. Sastri, that India, when it is prepared to take up full responsible 
government, is equally prepared to take up the army also. The Indian 
army has already distinguished it,self. India does not contain t{)tally all 
cowardly Brahmins like myself, but it contains Kshatriyas and Singhs. 
and I am certain, Sir, that the Indian Army will be able to build up quite 
as strong a fortification as any other Qrll).y on the face of the earth. 

Then, there is the question of social and. political problems. He has 
also drawn our attention to the fact that the educated people are exercis-
. iug considehtble dominion over the masses, and the masses are not up to 
date. Sir, he is mistaken. Probably it was the fact some years ago, but 
after the movement of Mahatma Gandhi came in, it is the masses who are 
controlling the educated section and not the educated section that is con-
trolling the mnsses. People who have experience like myself of having 
gone to.village after village for the purpose of this electioneering campaign 
at least, if not for any other purpose, will tell you the questions which the 
masses were putting to us as to whether we are standing up for full res-
ponsible government, and, unless we are goipg to get full Dominion status, 
they are not going to elect us. The result of the recent elections demon-
strate the fact how those who have Jl('t;,been moving with the movement 
of to-day, with the current of the National Congres$, have not-beeD; able 
to come back here except here and there through a back door. Those who 
have been defeated and are sitting at home to-da:v are meditatin!! within 
themselves, . 'Had I but served the country with half the zeal with which 
I served the, bureaucracy. I would have been in a better position to-day." 
Is that not proof positive that the maS!'les are far in advance of the edu-
cated gentlemen in these days, I mean only so-called educated, because 
Ep!!,lish education counts for nothing in theseda:vs? I can assure the 
Honourable Member that the masses are far in advance of us, and there 
is absolutely no fear that they want the tutelage of the bureaucracy any 
longer. 

Sir, I wish to say only one word before t Sit down on the points which 
I have raised by way of amendII?-ent. I may at. once tell this ~sse  

that I dQ pot propose to press my amendment, and I have commItted my-
selfl as a member of 1m honourable. party, that bas been f,ormed, that I 
will not press my' amendment, but I will join with the amendment that has 
~ e  !lo.ably, sg calmlY,b.y my fri,end P. ~t  MotHal N,ehrn. How-

~: ~r .  must d,rar( the tte t t~e Assemhlj ~  t . re s ~ ~:  ,I 'put 
.!or\yaro t~  amend-ments ..• One .was for the purpose ot ernntnatlllg from 
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,Diwan Bahadur Rangachariar's proposition the words" at a very early 
date," and "including the procuring of a lwyal Commission." It was to 
these two portions that I raiaed objection. So far as the question of sub-
stituting the words •• at a very early date " by the word .. forthwith . 
goes, my reason :was simply this. I have not been a usual customer in 
the official Chamber nor do I know the code language they use directly, 
but from the little I have learned from outside the Chamber, I have always 
come to understand that the expression .. at a very early date" has a ws-
tinct meaning altogether in their dictionary. •• At a very early date," to 
. my mind, to the extent of the knowledge which I have acquired of their 
dictionary, means "at a very late date," and includes "never." It was 
that fear that made me put forward that amendment that .. at a very early 
date" must be substituted by the word .. forthwith. " .. At a very early 
date" may mean even "years hence," and, if they accept your Resolution, 
they may say they are carrying on correspondence; they may say they are 
sending despatches; they may say they are going through papers; and aJ,1 
this correspondence may continue up to 1929, when eventually the Royal 
Commission is likely to come or bound to come under the Government of 
India Act. 

The latest date for that Commission coming will be probably the 31st 
December 1 ~ . and on the 1st January 193u the AssemLJlv which wlll 
then exist may ~e d a New, Year greeting t.o that Commission'saying "Sirs, 
you are the direct outcome of a pious hope or rather a ~ Resolution 
which my grandfather passed on the 8th of :February 1924." It is that 
which prevailed in my mind when I put forward that amendment requir-
ing the words "at an early date" to be substituted by the expression "forth-
with." 

My objection to the requesting or the solicitation of a Royal Commission 
was simply this. I have always considered that there have been four 
nightmares sitting tight on the progress of India. They are Royal Com-
missions, Round Table Conferences, deputations and-I forget the fourth 
(Mr. R. K. Shanrnukham Chetty: .. Committees ")-and mixed Com-
mittees .. I thank mv Honourable friend for reminding me; he remembers 
what I mentioned elsewhere. Sir, these four things have been sitting always 
as nightmares on the progress of Indian aspirations and until we get rid of 
them, we are not likely to improve nor are we likely to get the emancipation 
of this country. Stages there must be for them but not before a definite 
pronouncement is made upon our demand. Royal Commissions and Round 
Table Conferences are chambers of bargain; but ours must be a kha.rar 
transaction, a .. fixed price" transaction. Pandit Motilal Nehru has 
made a demand for Dominion shtus or full responsible government being 
given. If that is accepted, then we will bargam about minor matters. But 
so long as that is not accepted, so long as Government invite you to a round 
table conference or to a round table dinner without meaning business,-Sir, 
I am always afraid of a round table conference. 

Sir, 80 far as a Royal Commission is concerned, I ask what is the efficacy 
of Q.Sking for a Royal Commission? If you are making your stand upon the 
demand for Dominion status, once that is conceded there is absolutely no 
room for a Royal Commission. A Royal Commission means coming all the 
way from England to India to investigate how far we have progressed in 
our lessons. to hold an examination to see what percentage of marks we 
get. If that is the purpose, your demand is gone; but, if you stand upon 
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your demand, there is no efficacy in a Royal Commission being invfted all 
the way from l!;ngland to India when you want to revise the Govel'll.UleDi. 
of India Act in accordance with the concession of Dominion stafous. The 
Royal Commission would then have to come only to teach us grammar and 
punctuation in the Government of India Act. Are you . going to invite them 
for that purpose? Even if that is so-I mean even if you invite them for 
the sake of punctuation, the Royal Commission may come here 1Pld put a 
.. full stop" before the sentence instead of after the sentence. I am there-
fore strongly afraid of 1!-Royal C·:nnmission being invited. It ~ s for these 
reasons that I put forward these two amendments, and I believe that every 
elected Member of this Legislative Assembly understands the definite 
demand that is made in the first portion of the amendment proposed by· 
Pandit Motilalji. It is understood, I think, that; unless that is conceded. 
we have no room for bargaining at all. \Ve understand full well that India 
cannot rise to the fullest stature of 8 nation until she gets rid of the trinity 
in unity ~  is now governing us. That trinity in unity is militarism, 
capitali.;;m find imperialism in the unity of the present Government. We 
must get rid of that. Then we can claim brotherhood in the Indo-British 
Commonwealth, equal partnership in the Indo-British Commonwealth. Let 
us take our stand upon that. Let us not bawain until that is conceded. I 
therefore, ,Sir, do not press my amendments, because I understand 'that all 
this is involved And is implicitly understood by passing the Resolution of 
Pandit Motilal Nehru. 

Dr. 1[. S. GaUl': Sir, Honourable Members who are new to this House 
will not remember perhaps that a Resolution was moved and passed withrmt 
a single dissentient voice calling for the appointment of a Royal Commission 
before 1929, and, if that Resolution was not moved by the then Home 
Member, ~ and the Treasury Benches were consenting parties to it. Well, 
Sir, allJer that Resolution unanimously passed by the vote of this House 
and to which the Government stood committed, I confess to a great pain -
and disappointment at the speech 01 the present Home l\Iember. I should 
have expected that following in the wake of his predecessor woffice he 
would also acce'pt a Resolution worded upon the same lines to which his 
predecessor gave his ready assent. (The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: 
.. Is that Mr. Rangachariar's Resolution ?") I am referring to Mr. Mujum-
dar's Resolution. Well, Sir, far from giving his assent to a Resolution for 
further advance, the Honourable the Home Member has indulged in what I 
am bound to call special pleading. He tells us that there are insuperable 
difficulties which· have to .be taken into account in ~ t  either with 
Mr. Rangachariar's Resolution or the various amendments to that Resolu-
tion. He speaks of the Indian States, of the minorities, of European 
commerce, of the social progress, of the Civil Service in India, and last 
but not least, of the internal and external defence of the country. Now, Sir, 
I ask the Honourable the Home Member if these difficulties loom large 
to-day, will they vanish and disappear in 1929, when, under the provisions 
of the present Government of India Act, a Royal Commission shall come 
out and decide upon the question of further Reforms? I ask the Honourable 
the Home Member, will the differences between the various communities 
settle themselves within the short space of five years? Will India be pre-
pared for this advance within that period and will all the difficulties which 
he has categorised disappear in that time? 

But, Sir, I am perfeotly certain that the Honourable the Home Member 
realises, as we do, that all these difficulties are difficulties which, as the 
Honourable Pandit Motilal Nehru has pointed out, are for the coBsideration 
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of the Conference. N'o political progress of the country <!au be retarded 
merely because there is a minority not sufficient educated to take advantage 
01 it. In the constitutional progress of the country, surely there must be 
difficulties, but these are not difficulties which the constructors of a cons-
titution can re ~d as invincible and insuperable. Well, Sir,· I have said 
that I have listened to the Honourable the Home Member's speech with a 
feeling of great disappointment. I should have expected that the Honour-
able the Horne Member would say • you want further advance; we, the 
Government, stand committed to the Government of India Act, under the 
.terms of which J.l Royal Commission must investigate the question of further 
advance. That· Commission must come to this country within five years' 
time." Sir, what is five years in the life of a nation? We should have the 
COI;nmission now, and that Commission. will investigate the line of further 
advance. Surely, Sir, if the Honourable the Home Member had en-
couraged this House in a spirit or compromise, I am perfectly· certain that 
we, on this side of the House, would have said that the Government ill in a 
compromising mood. But, when we find the Honourable the Home 
Member resisting every attempt made on this side of the House for Conven-
tions and Conferences and lastly even for a Committee, and when Govern-
ment ere ~ say that they will hold an executive inquiry in "'hich the 
Provinces will be consulted and then they will determine as to what further 
advance they must advise the Secretary of State to recommend to Parlia-
ment, I ask the Honourable the Home Member how long will suoh an 
inquiry take? Can he stand bail for the f.Q.Ct that such an inquiry would be 
completed any time within five years? Van he give an assurance to this 
House that while this inquiry is proceeding that transitory period of the 
Government of India Act will not have run out a.nd that a Royal Cimmission 
would be appointed by Parliament to investigate as required by the Act? 
_And suppose for the sake of argument, if this inquiry is pending, would it 
not be said by the Government of India that they are making inquiries into 
the matter ~.s a preliminary investigation, and that the Royal Commission 
should be withheld till the inquiry is completed? I see, Sir, danger in this 
inquiry. I further ask, suppose for the sake of argument this inquiry com-
pletes its investigation and makes a Report, will it dispense, ",.jth the 
appointment of a Royal Commission? Does the Honourable the Home 
Member imply that the recommendation he would s~ d to the Secretary 
of State for. presentation to Parliament would be 'given the shape of a 
Statute without a Commission visiting this country? These are matters 
upon which the Honourable the Home Member lias thrown no light. 

In these circut:Dstances, Sir, I don't think this House ",ill feel surprised 
if this inquiry is an inquiry which is not likely to advance the cause of 
further political progress in this country. We are further told that it will 
be competent for these inquirers to report whether further progress within 
the comprehension of the existing Government of India Act is pOSSll):.:: 
arid should: not be made. I again ask the Honourable the Home Mem 
ber to rt!rriember what this Assernblv did on tpe 18th of July last and 
what his reply was not three d~ s ago. This House 4ecided by a suLs· 
tantial majority that rt ~r progress in the direction of political reform 
in this country within the comprehension of the existing Government of 
India Act should be immediately made. The Government of India assured 
this Hotlse' a few days ago that they had sent' a Despatch with a full 
report of the debates in this Assembly to the Secretary of State but that 

, they had re e ~ed Do . reply. 'It is a matter· of 8 months that they -have 
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received no reply. I a.sk the Honourable the Home Member, suppose ~  

mquiry is set on foot and they send up a Despatch to the Secretary of 
,State after 3, 4 or. 5 years, what guarantee is there that the .-Secretary of 
State will then give a. reply to the Government of India and how will the 
Government of India vindicate their position rl their Despatch to the I:)ecre-
tary of State is received with cold silence? I submit, I:)ir, we have no 
guarantee that this inquiry will lead to anything, and I therefore think I 
must press my a.mendment. 

The HonourablePandit MotHal Nehru, in opposing my amendment, 
confessed to being ignorant of the reasons that have led me to formulate 
it. I shall therefore briefly explain my reasOlls to the House. Honourahla 
Members will find that, if they turn to cla.use 1 of Pandit Motilal Nehru'f> 
amendment, if they omit the words ~ e the Government of InaId. 
Act revised with a view to " in the first clause. it will improve the rir.,t 
paragraph, which seems to me absolutely and wholly redundant in view 
of the fact that the Government of India are not asked to revise the 
Government of India Act or to get it revised without, for the purpose, 
.convening a round table conference and that round table conference w111 
then formulate a scheme whic. will be presented to the people. There· 
after there will be a dissolution of the Central Legislature and the ne,ny 
€lected Members of the Central Legislature will approve of that scheme. 
Consequently, I submit that the main object which the Pandit ha.s jn 
new is to see that there is a Parliamentary Statute which will be the 
.culmination of the scheme and which, I submit, therefore, is rightly 
placed at the end. But this is only a verbal change. I have weightier 
cbjections to Pandit Motllal Nehru's amendment and I shall briefly stat(. 
them to you. Honourable Members will find that two stages art' 
!'.dumbrated in clauses (a) and (b). First in chronological sequence <;herl' 
is to be a conference. If the conference decides upon a scheme, .then 
there will be a dissolution, and ~er dissolution. the scheme prepared by 
the Conference must receive the 4I,pproval of a newly elected LE:gislatur2. 
~  I ask the Panditji that supposing that the Conference does not agree 
as to the scheme, what will become of the whole of his amendmem! 
The Government will say, " We have loyally carried out your e d e ~. 

We have convened a Conference." Sir Campbell Rhodes opposed the 
reforms when tltey were introduced and he opposes a further advance 
to-day. He a.nd the members of his community are hostile to furthc! 
advance. How oan we possibly have a scheme so long as we have such 
Iolitical reactionaries in this House? I SUbmit that, if the ConfereDt,c 
decides nothing, the whole of the amendment falls' to the ground. I 
therefore submit that the House should be cautious in passing an amend· 
rnent whioh is likely to have suoh a short life. But assuming {or tr..:·, 
t.:ake of argument that the Conference decides upon a scheme and It ;s 
!-ubmitted to the country a.nd the country then returns a fresh Central 
]Jegislature and they disapprove of it upon grounds upon which you awl 
I would not agree, then again the scheme comes to nothing. What is 
then to happen? The Government of India will say, " We have carried 
out your amendment. We have convened f\ Conference. They do not 
agree. ,. There the Bcheme ends. If we have a newly elected Central 
!.egislature that disapproves' of your sch,eme, then your scheme goes to 
the wind. I therefore suggest, Sir, that this scheme as stated in Panciit 
Motilal Nehru's amendment is likely to have f\ very short life; .. For 
-that reason I have removed from hili amendment those details which are 
likely to embarrass and destroy the main purpose which he has in view. 
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Well, Sir, I should like to say a word or two in reply to my esteeme L 

friend Sir Campbell Rhodes. He has not disguised the fact that he hit£; 
been opposed to the Reforms and he does not now disguise the fact that 
he is opposed to a further advance. But if he had rest content with ex-
pressing his views without giving his reasons, I should have thougt;t 
b£ltter of it. But when he descends into giving reasons, those reaso;;s, 
Honourable Members 'will see, are not for delaying further advance but for' 
aenying them altogether and for all time. My friend will shudder from 
,hat conclusion himself because I do not think that with his professed 
hberal view in English politics and while in England, he will not possess 
Hen a vestige of liberalism to admit that some degree of political progress 
must be made in the fruition of time, though not now, at least in 1929. I 
was rather surprised to find a close family likeness between the reasons 
which he has given and those which the Honourable the Home Member 
categorises as insuperable impediments to further advance. 

The Honourable Sir )[aJcolm Bailey: " Not insuperable ", Sir. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: I am very glad to .heal that these are not insuperable 

4 P.M. 
impediments. I think I forgot to mention that Mr. Montagu, 
when introducing the Government of India Act, pointed oue 

to the House of Commons at the time in these weighty words: 

"  I cannot reiterate too often that the basis of the whole policy is its transitionaf 
nature. Y 011 want to lead on to something else at the earli.est possibl(l moment." 

And, speaking of the familiar objection raised by the Honourable the' 
Home Member and raised in Parliament as to the incapacity of the IndlaJi 
people to defend themselves, he said as follows: 

.. You must expect to see political life dev4ll0p throughout India. Do not deny to-
India self-government because she cannot take her proper share in her own defence and' 
then deny to her people the opportunity of learning to defend themselves." 

Well, Sil:, I commend these words of the then Secretary of State to tht::, 
tJotice of the Honourable the Home Member in reply to his·objections. It 
has also been said that this Royal Commission is expected in 1929. On 
a question being asked of the Secretary of State, he pointed out that the 
i.Jtention of the Act was that a Royal Commission must· visit in 1929, not 
that it may not ~ t before. He said: 

" There can always be a Commission appointed in the interim. What the Act II&Y80 
is that there must be a Commission appointed at the end of ten years." 

Well, Sir, I can only say that I feel unconvinced by the arguments or thd 
Honourable the Home Member and I think that if these arguments lAre 
sound they are sound not for opposing the Resolution to-day, but foe 
opposing it at any time. Turning to my friend Pandit Motilal Nehru I 
would ask him to accept my amendment for the reasons that I have given. 
If he is unable to do so, I have no doubt that some of his friends will be 
able to explain how his amendment is better than mine, in which case I 
shall be glad to vote for his amendment. 

Kr. President: I understand, the Honourable Member is moving ni .. 
amendment? 
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Dr. B. S. Gaur: With these rd~ I move the amendtneDt which 
runs as follows: 
.. That for Pandit Motilal Nehru's amendment the following be Bubstituted : 

• This A8sembly recommends to the Governor General in, Council to take steps to 
establish full responsible .Government in India and for the said P1llJ>?se to 
summon at an early date a re r~se t t e .convention ~ prepare, !1th. ~ e 
regard to the protection of the r ~s and tere~ts of unportant ~ ~  
a scheme of a constitntion for IndIa, and submIt the same.to the BrItIsh 
Parliament to be embodied in a Statute.' " 

1Ir. Prelident: Further amendment moved: 
.. That for Pandit Motilal Nehrn's amendment the following be snbstituted: 

• This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council to .take steps to· 
establish fnll responsible Government in India and for the saId purpose to 
summon at an early datil a representath-e convention to prepare, with due 
regard to tthe protection of the rights and interests of important minorities, 

•  a scheme of a constitution for India, and submit the same to the British 
Parliament to be embodied in a Statute.' " 

Kr. M. A . .Jinnah (Bombay City: Muhammadan Urban): In the first 
instance I should like to try and make the real issue before this House as 
clear as possible. After hearing the speech of the Honourable the Mover 
and the Home Member, I cannot share tHe opinion of those who say that 
the answer of the Government is disappointing, and my reasons are these. 
Under section 41 of the Govermnent of India Act, 1919, it is laid down 
that a 'commission shall be appointed at the end of ten years but it does 
not preclude, therefore, those who are in authority to institute an inquiry 
and appoint a Committee or a Commission earlier than ten years. Further, 
when Mr. Majumdar's Resolution was moved in this Assembly, two years 
ago, a formula was accepted unanimously by the Assembly itself. That 
formula expressly admitted that a Commission might be called earlier 
than ten years. I take it that, when the collective wisdom of that 
Assembly expressed that opinion, it must have expressed the opinion to 
reduce that period at least by two or three years, it cannot be a month 
or a week. Therefore, at any rate, the last Assembly, as it was constitut-
ed, expressed its opiniGn to that effect. Well, if you take 3 years, it will 
bring us to 1926. We are now in 1924, and to-day the Government have 
conceded, and I attach great importance to it, subject to the further 
remarks which I shall make later on, that they recognise the necessity of 
an immediate step being taken to examine, reconsider and revise the 
Government of India Act, 1919. I hope I understand the Home Member 
correctly. But he says that he will make a departmental inquiry. That 
is to say, if I understand the Home Member correctly and I stand corrected, 
he concedes the necessity of a step being taken forthwith, or at an early 
date. He says that the character of that step will be this, that thev will 
make a departmental inquiry, that is t() sav, the Government of "India 
will consult. Local Governments or such persons as they may be advised, 
~d they WIll formulate a scheme which they think proper. That scheme 
wIll then be submitted to the Secretary of State. After the despatches 

~ gone backwards and forwards, the scheme will be placed before this 
e s ~t re and then it will be submitted to Parliament. Now. Sir, I 
recogn\se the first step, but I must say I cannot agree in this matter with the 
~ r~ ter. of ~ e procedure which was defined by the Home Member. 
SIr! Just. Imagme: a. s ~ e is to be formulated by a departmental inquiry 
whICh wIll, ex hypothe8l, be framed in the secret conclave and the secret 
chambers of the Executive; the Government of India will take those deci-
sions of formulating the proposals; after those proposals are formulated, 
\ 
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they will go again to the Secretary of State for India. They will again be 
-considered and examined behind closed doors at the India Office; and, 
when definite proposals have been formulated and serious decisions have 
been arrived at, you will then present that scheme to this Legislature,-
with what chance.of its being modified at that stage? I say it is an entirely 
wrong procedure to adopt. That is the fundamental difference between 
the Home Member and ourselves. 

Now, Sir, I will not deal with the Resolution of Mr. Rangacliariar, 
because 1 am in entire agreement with the amendment that is moved 
hy Pandit, Motilal Nehru. Now let us see what that amendment says. 
'1'hat amendment, first of all, asks the Government that they should take 
steps to have the Government of India Act revised with a view to establish 
full responsible government in India, and fDr that PurPose, etc. .. Well, I 
shall not go into the constitutional gymnastics which the Home Member 
performed, by his fine distinction between Dominion status and full 
responsible government. I fail to understand exactly what is the distinc-
tion; it all depends upon how you define full responsible government. 
But, as I say, we are not concerned at the present with those highly 
technical constitutional questions; it is quite sufficient for my purpose, and 
I shall point out for the moment to the Home Member, as he was good 
.en6ugh to quote from the opinions of some of the public men, that he 
<luott:d me only partially, and he forgot that the answer quoted by him 
was given to a particular question; but I am sure that if he' has read my 
.evidence, he will, I think, have found that  that very question as to what 
we mean by responsible government is answered by me and was the very 
first question that was put, and' this is what I happened to say. I hope 
'he House will excuse me for quoting from my own answer to the queRtion, 
'Jut I do so because the Home Member has quoted only part of it. This 
u:; what I said. The question was as follows: 

" Do you accept the proposition that it is desirable to bring about the progressive 
realization of responsible government in India, and if so, how do you define the expres-
sion • responsible government', and do you generally accept the proposition contained 
in the Preamble-(the answer I gave was Q8 lolloUJ8)-the proposition that it is 
desirable to bring about the progressive realization of responsible government in India 
is sound." 

That is my answer. Then I go' further and say as 'follows: 

.. But a su\1stantial step must pe .taken at .once. We would define the expression 
• responsible government', as far as we can define it, that the will of the Leglslature, 
which is responsible to the electorates, must prevail over the Executive, subject t<> 
veto." : . 

Now, I ask the Honourable the Home Member what difference·is there 
-perhaps he might claim to be a great constitutionalist and would 
~ 1 te  us-what difference is there between full dominion statWi and 
the definition given by me of true responsible government? Therefore, 
Sil", it is irrelevant and beside the point really for our pi-esent purpose to 
go.}nto those matters. What do we suggest in our amendment? 

"This Assembly recOmmends to the Governor General in Council to take .steps to 
have the Government of India Act revised with It view to establish full responsible 
Government in India ~ d for the said p\lJ'POse, etc. .  .  .  • ~~: . 

Here, Sir, I pause for a. single moment. The' Honourable Member with 
his usual apility has tried to run away from the issue, First of all he set I.lP 
a bogey of the immediate grant of full Dominion status. That is the first 

I 
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.bogey he set, up. It is not there, excuse me. I shall explain,; snd I am 
surprised that the Honourable Member has not been able to understand it. 
hemember, says he, we have the question of Hindus and MuhlWlIIladaDS 
not united. hemember we have got 'large commercial interests, EuropealJ 
interests: Reme!'nber that your army now consists of the fighting classes. 
Hemember that, and Iurther remember that your own public men, when they 
_gave evidence, before the Joint Parliamentary' Committee, and the Indian 
S:.tional Congress never asked for such a thing as that. Remembel the 
position of ruling princes. Sir, I can only tell the Home Member that all 
that energy was wasted for not,hing: If he will c8l'efully read that a.mend-
ment, he will see that it is not a demand for immediate full responsible 
_government. But it wants you to take immediate stepS'-I will repeat 
'..hat-immedil}te steps are required. I recognise freely, frankly; that the 
Home Member's speech does convey to the House that they will take 
steps .• No,,', we come to the steps. Whd't steps? I _have described 
the steps which the Honourable the Home Member proposes to' take. 
What steps do we suggest 'I , The steps that we suggest are these" and 
I say, Sir, that these are the finest steps that _ Government could 
possibly be advised -to take. If your purpose is high, as the Home Member 
said, if your purpose is really to look to and ~  of the welfare of IndlU. 
1l you really want the best of India to go with you, this is the best possible 
method for you to adopt, because after ,all you want confidence, support 
and co-operation from the best of India. ' We say to you that the finest 
method that you can adopt for that purpose is to summon a round ,table 
conference of representative men' to frame a scheme in consultation with 
you, not without you. What objection have you to that? Why is it • 
wrong? Why do you want to sit behind closed dQOl:S, in the, secret 
chambers of the Encutive? Why do you want to carryon 
your deFpatches backwards and fOl'Wlil'ds behind our back? Why 
do you want to take this decision 'and formulate these proposals 
and then come to us with all sorts of excuses and say t .~ 

now this is very difrioult to deal wi;;. Sir, the proposal of ~ r  

is putting the cart before the horse. We want you to take. the people with 
you. We want you to start in a manner which will carry the support ot 
the people with you. What' objection can' you have to & round t-able eon-
ference of representative men for this pUrpose? Further, we give you a 
far greater security and far more real sanction and app_roval of the ·scherr •• ) 
that thi8 round table conference mav formulate. And what i8 that? Sir, t ~ 

round table conference will consist Of representative men. No ·dou.t these, 
people will carry the grcatestinfluence with the' people. On the other 
hand, we shall have the Government and we ruay have experts who are 
entitled to spealcon constitutional matters. 'Bnt; Sir, even when vou h&vt' 
that· we give you a far more 'convincing proof so as 'to makeyciu "feel th&t 
we have onc,e for all settled this ql'lestion in such a manner that it will carl": 
the support, t ~ confidence and the co-operation ot .. the people; and fur 
that purpose we 8uggest tp.at, when a scheme is framed'by t.hi8 round table 
Gonference, dissolve tnls Assembly, t}le' Central Legislature. Let that 
Rcheme go out to the country and.Iet ~ vab'ate these seats. Of course vou 
will draw your.' pay Just t ~. same. It does riot matter to vou. But· we 
shall have ~  spend Jl1Ql"e mqnet'in electioneering .. We shall 'have ~  spend 
~ e th?usnnds of r~ e~ hy gomg from place to. place, begging e8.ch voter 
If he will vote, for .~  .or n9t;. ~ r . w,e shall be .more Olit or pockf>t and 
sha,ll undergo the tr(;)Uqle anit. Inconveruence of whICh :von havl=l no ideB and 
no er ~ e:. W p;, .shall t ~  have ,to convince the e e~t r tes  which yrHl 
nave created: under the Government of India Act. And, if we come bRck 
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with that mandate of the electorates, who are the real masters after all-
and we want them to be real masters because without them no scheme, 
is worth the paper on which it .is written-then we shall say thll.t we are in a 
position to give our sanction which shall·be lasting, which will give you all 
the support you require. Any Government that is formed will not be a 
Government run ~ it is to-day by a minority and supported by a secticlI 
of the Statute which gives it the pO\·yer to certify in the place of the 
majority. That is what we want. Now, what objection can you ha':.· 
to that? What is wrong about it? Sir, the Honourable Sir Malcolm 
Hailev, the Home Member, quoted a passage from my evidence, t11 ~1 

it. wali in answer to a particular question, but I take complete responsibility 
~  it. It was as follows: 
". We ha.ve no other method to suggest. Dya.rchy fits in more with th; order of things 

as they exist at present in India and it can be .justified on the ground that it is for a 
transitional period." 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey did not tell the House that the 
crux of my evidence before the Joint Committee was this: that at the 
present moment I am inclined to think that dyarchy is the best possible 
system that JOU can introduce,. But, Sir, my proposal was that there should 
be dyarchy in the Central Government also. It was on that footing that 
this answer was given. Further, the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey must 
remember this that that was my opinion in 1919. The Honourable Member 
then ,was a Commissioner in a district. Since then he h6S become the 
Home Member and has been designated Governor of a Province. A great 
• deal of water has run down the Thames since then. We were in 1919 
considering a question, or rather a constitution of far-reaching importance, 
dealing with a vast population of a country like India. Is an opinion given 
at that time to be an opinion to last for all time? We have realiserl, Sir, 
and I have very little doubt about it in my mind, that dyarchy has failed, 
and I believe I am not the only one who thinks so. I believe even those mea 
who faitnfully and loyally work. the Reforms, men who were wedded to 
the<;e Reforms, say so. Take the case of Mr. Chintamani. What does bp 
R'lY? He was one of the stalwarts amongst the supporters of these RebrmB. 
Therefore, Sir, it is no use merely getting hold of a few words and quoting 
them. I thought the Honourable the Home Member would have some-
thing better to adv!lllce than to pick up a sentence here and a sentence 
there, and say you said this in 1918, or in 1919. Sir, I do not wish to waste 
-the time of this House, but I do submit this, and I say to the House that 
the simple issue before the House to-night is this: what is going to be the 
character of the step? That is the simple issue We have heard the 
Honourable the Home Member. I absolutely Bond e t r~  oppose the 
character of the step that he has described, and I therefore ask the House 
to vote in favour of the character of the step that we suggest. Until some-
thing better is suggested, I am not satisfied with the step which is sug· 
gested by the Home Member. I hope I have not exceeded my time, but I 
wish to say this with regard to Dr. Gour. I speak with very great respect. 
and I say this. I really fail to see how his amendment is going to prevent 
the Government from doing what he said or attributed the Government 
might do. He suggested a convention; On what footing will that conven-
tion be called? Who will call that convention? What will be the qualifi-
cation of those who will be the members of that convention? Who will' 
decide these questions? I cannot really understand how that is going to 
prevent tht. Government, if they wish to procrastinate or delay the matter, 
from doing so.. But I am not one of those who will, in season and out or 
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:season, attribute motives to Government. I accept the word of the Home 
Member when he says that they want to take steps. I accept that word 
and I am ready to take it that that is an honourable assurance that .we 
accept and it will be done without delay. I accept that and I am not gOIng 
to start by saying" you will delay and you will frustrate." We will see, 
but I submit to this House that I really fail to understand Dr. Gour. 
Instead of saying" round table conference", he says .. convention." 
" Convention" has got some constitutional meaning, I understand. Other-
wise I do not see any difference between ~ t  and round table con-
ferencEl.; but there is a constitutional difference, and I say it does not 
improve matters at all. On the contrary, it makes the position of Govern-
ment far more difficult to call a convention, and it is likely to bring about 
far greater delay than a round table conference. er~ re  I strongly 
-oppose his amendment. 

With these words, Sir, I may say I am very glad that the tone and the 
attitude of the Home Member, speaking on behalf of the Government, has 
been very conciliatory. We appreciate that, we fully appreciate that; but 
I do press 'he Honourable the Home Member to accept our method of 
:starting with that step. 

~ 

JIr. X. II. Dumasia (Bombay City: Non-Muhammadan Urban) : 
Mr. President, it is a sign of happy augury for the good of this country 
that we meet to-day in a calm and peaceful atmosphere to consider the pro-
blems leading to the advancement and prosperity of this country. Thst 
calm and peaceful atmosphere has been induced by the release of that great 
Indian patriot, Mr. Gandhi, and for that our congratulations and our 
gratitude are due to Government. Sir, I belong to a community which has 
been in a minority. I belong to a community whose leaders were the first 
to unfurl the banner of Swai'aj-a community which hili! produced such 
~e t patriots 88 Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji and Sir Pherozesha.h M'3hta. I am 
here to maintain the noble traditions they established in 'years gone by. 

Sir, Swaraj is our birthright and no body can deny it to us. But, Sir, 
we must remember that our rulers have recognised the fact and the word 
•• Swaraj " which was considered to have a sinister meaning not many 
years ago, was given a finer and new meaning by His Majesty the King 
Emperor when, in the Message sent through His Royal Highness the Duke 
of CODDaught, His Majesty said : 
.. For years--it may be for generations, patriotic and loyal Indians have dreamed of 

Swaraj for their motherland. To·day you have beginninis of Swaraj within my Empire 
and widest scope and ample oppertunity for progrees t-o the liberty .  .  .  .  . 
which my Dominions enjoy." . 

Sir, this clearly shows that the representative institutions that were est ~

lished three years ago were meant to give complete self-government to 
India as an equal and integral part of the Empire. Sir, much water has 
passed under the bridge since those Reforms were introduced. A new sense:> 
of nationhood has been awakened, race-consciousness has been te s ~1 

and there is a quickening impulse for progress. New forces and new 
. mfluences are at work all tending towards progress. As the late Prime 
ViniE'ter of England, Mr. Lloyd George, said: .. The world is rushing ,along 
at a giddy pace covering the track of oenturies in a year." That being so, 
does not statesmanship require that there should be an immediate revi-
sion and extensioo of the RefOrDUl? Sir, the time-limit is always 11 

. mistake. The German Kaiser fixed a time-limit for enteriD« Paris .• Mr. 
~  fixed a limit for Swaraj. It was a year. We know the result. 
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. The British Government may find thai they ,were, as mistaken as ,Mr. Gandhi 
in fixing a date for the revision of the Constitution. It therefore e e~ 

thpm not to wait till the. statutory. period has expired. Sir, we have met 
to-day in the ancient. capital of Indiae.round which cluster age-long 
memories, memories of the fall and rise of dYWlsties, memories of the 
fie"('egt battles fought I memories nf the .magnificent grandeur which sur· 
rOl.nded the. old courts of the Mughals. . 

!3iJ, the conquest of India by the Mughals was made at the gates of 
Delhi; the battles of Panipat record the heroic deeds of the .different 
\,'arring sects; to-day, under British rule we have· not to draw the sword 
for the conquest of India. Weare assured of .Swaraj by peaceful means. 
That is a grea*tnumph of British rule in India. To-day we have only to 
bring constitutional pressure to bear on the GovetIiment to obtain our 
ril!hts aIl1l privileges. To-day we see the alliance of Hindus and Muham-
madH.llS, which fifty yearS ~  nobody would have d.,reamt of in the capital of 
Delhi. All this is due to the influence of the PI.I.X Britanica. Sir, no body 
wishes to st~ d between India and Swaraj;. but that Swaraj, Sir, s ~  
not be of that nature which stank in the nostrils of Mr. Gandhi. W l' 
ought to remember one thing, that between India. and anarchy it is the 
British rule that has stood  for so many years. It· ~s the British rule 
wh:"h rescued India from chaos and anarchy and· guaranteed to us the' 
blessings of unbroken internal peace' and security against external 
aggression. I will support any legitimate demand for the advancement 
of our country, but that demand should be such that it will be considered 
reasonable. Sir, the greatest curse ·of India is dissension among com-
munities. The greatest curse of India is that it has been divided into su 
many races and communities. The curse of untouchability has not been 
removed and, if the British were to. retn-efrom India to-day, there is 
nothing to show that there would not be' confusion and anarchy again. I 
am fortified in this opinion by the views expressed by my friend, the 
Honourable Mr. Jinnah. In 1916 Mr. Jinnah said: 

" There is first the great fact of the r ~ s  rule in India. with its' Western character 
and standards of a.dministration, which, while retaining absolute power of initia.tive, 
direction and decision, has maintained for many decades unbroken peace and order in the 
land, administered even-handed justice, brought the Indian mind, through a widespread 
system ofW estern education, into contact with the thoughts and ideals of the West 
and thus led to the birth of a g'reat and living movement for the intellectual and moral 
regeneration of the people." . 

1 will now quote a greater man than Mr. Jinnah, the late Mr. Gokhale, 
and I am s r~ one day Mr. Jinnah will Wattain Mr. Gokhale's height of 
eminence. What did he say? At Poona in 1909, Mr. Gokhale urged 
!Jcquiescence in British rule for two reasons; 

"One that considering the difficulties Qf the position, Britain had done very well in 
India,. the other that t e~ e was no alternative to British rule and could be none for a. 
long tIme .  .  .  .  . 

. Sir, I ask th.e .Members_ of this House to pause arid consider dispas-
sionately the opilllon of one of the greatest leaders of the Indian com-
munity. He wasone of the greatest ot 'Indian patriots: , 
"/They could proceed in two directions: first t ~d  an oblitera.tion of distinotions 

on the grounds of race, between individual Indians and ~d d  Englishmen,. and 
se ~d by way d ~ e to."'ard the ~ . of Gove:nment, enjoyed t ~r parts of the-
EmpIre. The latter was an Ideal for winch the IndIan people had to qualify themselves 
for the whole question .tlD'ned onchameterand' capgcity, ahdthey must realise ·that 'thel': 
~ . difficulties lay wi.th themselves.'.' 'I. .  .  . .. .'. ;;,.' ' 

\ 
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Again, Sir, the same Indian leader, the late Mr., G-okhale, when a 
~  was started to seduce Indian students, said: 

.. A considerable part of what it has preached could not· find ready acceptance on 
every hand, that love of cQII.ntry should be a ruling principle of onr lives; that we should 
rejoice in making sacrifices for her sake; that we should rely, wherever we could, on our 
own exertions _  .  . ~ . side by side with this undoubtedly valuable work, the 
new party .. gave to the cOuntry a great deal of what could only be regarded as unsound 
political teaching. That teaching was in the Erst instance directed to the destruction 
of .the yery foundations of the old public life of the country .. But, once started, it 
cotVd not be confined to that object, and in course of time it came to be applied 
generally. Its chief error lies in ignoring all 'liistorical considerations and tracing our 
political troubles to the existence of a foreign Government in the country. Our old 
public life was based on frank and loyal acceptance of British rule, due to a recognition 
of the faot that it alone could ucure to the country tlie pwce and ordn which were 
necessary for slowly evolving a nation oui of the heterogenous elements of which India 
was composed and for ensuring to it a steady advanr!e in different directions." 

Sir, the importance of maintaining law and order and internal peace and 
security against foreign aggression cannot be exaggeJ'sted. . 

Now, coming to the Resolution and amendments, I see, Sir, that after 
hearing some of the intellectual giants of the country I have not grown 
wiser but I have grown sadder. Sir, to take first the Resolution of' my 
Honourable friend, Diwan Bahadur Rangachariar, I can only say that 
its terms are vague and indefinite and the Resolution means n·othing. It 
says: , 
" That this Assembly recommends to the Gov.ernor General in Council that he be 

pleased to take at a very early date the necessary steps (including if e ~ss r  procuring 
the appointment of a Royal Commission) for revising the Government of India Act so> 
as to procure for India .full self-governing Dominion status within the British Empire 
and Provincial autonomy in the Provinces." . 

We do not know in what period that status of self-governing Dominion·is 
to be acquired. Vle would have liked to know from the Honourable Mover 
of the Resolution the period that he set to it, and whether it was to be 
immediate o't' at some distant future. 

Then, Sir! coming to the amendment of my Honourable friend,Pandit 
Motilal Nehru. I find nothing objectionable in the first two paragraphs. 
But, Sir, the very harmless and innocent looking character of this amend-
ment makes me suspicious. Sir, the avowed object of ibe Swarajist ill 
entffmg the Assembly was ,to destroy. (Voices fTom diffeTent-corneT.-: 
of 0." House: " No, no.") Well, Sir, that was tha programme laid beforv 
thfi country (CTies of "No, no-") Well, I am glad I stand corrected. 
Anyhow, Sir, the whole-hoggers were for ~d te Swaraj. (Voices: 
" They' are still. ") Very well, Sir, I am glad to hear that they are still 
for immediate Swaraj_ That clears a lot of ground from under our feet. 
If, that be so, then the amendment ought to have made it clear so that 
we may know where we stand, because this innocent looking measure still 
shows that there are still whole hoggers. As the amendment stands, Sir, 
Members may be induced to vote for it, but when we know from our 
friends that by that amendment they demand immediate Swaraj, then I 
must say that the time has not yet come for it. (A Voice: "What do 
you mean?") I say, Sir, what I mean. Sir, we all want Swaraj, but 
that is by gradual stages and not immediately; 

. Sir,. some of. the .speakers who preceded me said that they want 
Immedlltte SwaraJ. SIr, I was one of those who thought that a round table 
conference ~ s e~ess r  to ~ to' a commOn understanding, but after 

, the explanatIon WhICh has been gtven by the Lesder Of the House, I think 
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the necessity for a round table conference no longer exists. I was of opinion 
that Government ought not to take a non-po'08umu8 t~ t de but they ~t 
make their position clear. The Government of ~ d  have made t~e r 
position clear. They have made a .gesture to ~ ~  we were all lookmg 
forward. They recognise the necessIty of the. reVISIon of .the. er ~ t 
of India Act, for introducing the second step III the constitutIOna1 re!orm8 
of the country. (Dr. H. S. GOUT: " They have said nothing of the kind. '.') 
Well Sir the Honourable Mr. Jinnah said this and nobody challenged It 
and i take it that this is so. What we want is the revision before the 
expiration of the statutory period; and as Mr. Jinnah has very ably put it, 
we want to know the character of t ~ revision. 

Then, Sir, the Honourable Sir Campbell Rhodes said that the Members 
of the Provincial Council did not help the Ministers. I join issue with 
him there. So far as the Bombay Legislative Council was concerned, the 
Members gave the fullest assistance to the Ministers but the Ministers 
were more bureaucratic than bureaucrats themselves, and I am of opinion 
that dyarchy has failed and has failed miserably, because the Ministers 
who were entrusted with nation-building activities were starved for want of 
funds, and I am of opinion that Government must take steps towards 
further constitutional progress and Government should not delay it even for 
a moment. We should be assurad now that the next stage in the chain 
of Reforms would not be' delayed. Sir, during the war, a new spirit of equai 
partnership had arisen. We were welcomed as equal partners in the 
Empire. We were asked to make equal sacrifices for common aims and 
cornmon objects. We were asked for co-operation in the common goal, 
but, Sir, unfortunately, that spirit has llot survived the conclusion of the 
war. India has many grievances. These grievances should be redressed 
but I think that now that we have got this machinery, through this 
machinery we must try to bring constitutional pressure upon. the Govern-
ment to redress our grievances and, fight the constitutional battle for 
-Sworaj. Sir, if the Honourable Mr. Nehru assures us that he does not 
convey more than the actual wording of the amendment, that there is no 
intention of causing destruction and that he is ready to co-operate with 
-Government on-.constitutional lines, and that he asks for full responsible 
government by gradual stages, then I may Ilay to him, as he said to the 
Honourable the Leader of the House, ., my vote is yours and that I am 
yours." But, Sir, he must make it clear that he and his party are not 
5>ut to destroy but to d : ~e the. constitution alld constitutional progress 
III the country. But, SIr, If behmd that amendment lies the object of 
overthrowing the Government, of destroJing the Reforms, then I must sav 
Hf'ltven forbid, that we should ever live to see that ill-fated day. There ~~ 
been a great deal of confusion in the minds of Swarajists themselves and 
that is indicated by the various amendments that have been tabled. Sir 
I think, after the explanations that have been given by the Honourable t ~ 
Horne Member, I hope he will .give a further explanation as to by what 
method ~d ~~ what way he wishes to recommend to the' Secretary of 
State the reVISIOn of. the Reforms. I say that India is ripe and  ready for 
anoth.er step ~d an ~ rt t step for constitutional advance, and, if that 
step IS ~ e  Immediately, we must rest content -for the present and like 
the FabIan we .must. ask .£{)l' r~ ~ more until we reach the tinal goal, 
na'11ely, S.wara], whIch IS our birthright and whieh is our ultimate goal 
and to which our rulers are pledged.. 
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The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: :Ylight I have the indulgence of 
the House for one moment, for I fear from what Mr. Dumasia said, that 
he was under the impression that I had gone somewhat further this 
morning than I had actually intended to do. I replied at the beginning of 
this afternoon's debate to Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas giving the terms of 
what I said this morning. May I repeat what I said ? .. The Govern-
ment of India are prepared to examine, in consultation with Local Gov-
ernments, into the existence of any defe,cts in the working of the Act as 
revealed by experience with a view to their remedy." That was ~ t te
ment that I made this morning. I did not say that we were prepared to 
set on foot any wide investigation as to the complete revision of the Act 
such as Mr. Dumasia seems to suggest. 

Mr. T. E. Moir (Madras: ~ ted Official); Sir, the last two 
speeches to which the House has listened from the Honourable Mr. Jinnah 
and the Honourable Mr. Dumasia brought the debate back to a level on 
which I have been able to move more freely. The two previous speeches 
were to me perorations punctuated, or to my mind punctured, by ques-
tions to which the speakers refused to pause to give an answer. It is, I 
think, a matter of great regret that the new party to which we have heared 
reference made did not come into being in time to complete that task on 
which those who live in the neighbourhood of Raisina know many Members 
of this Assembly have been engaged during the past few days, namely, to 
clarifv the issues, because, it would "ertainlv, I think, have been of 
great" assistance to this House if we had had a 'clear cut issue and we ha-i 
not been left quite so much to consider for ourselves what was the exact 
meaning to be attached to th<:> various es t ~ and what was aimed 3t 
by the proposed amendmentR_ I attempted to place myself in the position 
of those who have been engaged in this somewhat arduous process of 
Clrafting and I tried first to deterl!line what exactly waR intended to be the 
difference between terms such as .. immediately", .. forthwith" or " at 
an early date." Having listened to the explanations which have been given, 
I have come to the conclusion that they all mean the same thing and that 
the more simple term " at once .. in its ordinary acceptation, meaning" af; 
Roon as, you enn," covers them All, th"t vou might by-subtle explanations 
classify the supporters of these, various Resolutionfl and amendments into 
immediate-futurists or paulo-post-futurists, but that thare is essentially no 
difference between them and that what is asked is that immediately or 
forthwith steps should be taken for the estabHshment of full self-govern-
ment or responsible self-government- or goverament modelled on 
Dominion status, not- at some future date-IO vears hence or 
15 years hence or 20 years hence--but as soon' as those steps 
0.an be taken which are necessary in ~  case for ca-rrying out the inten-
tion expresse:l in these Resolutions. 

Now, Sir, to whom are these various requests or behests addressed? I 
think, Sir, it is a great compliment to one of the finest speeches to which 
I have ever had the privilege of listening, that of the Honourable the Leader 
of the House, that, practically every Member who has spoken uom this side 
of the House has thought it sufficient to address himself to the' Leader of 
the House, that it Was he who required an answer. But, Sir, it is not 
even to the Leader of the Rouse, it is not even to this AMemblv, that 
we-have to address ourselves. It is not'even to the Government at nresent 
in power in Great Britain, it is not evt>n to the Pal-liltment of Great Britain, 
it is in the IRl'it reRffi't to tht> lIN!ple df the Uniten K'mgdtl'm. ' NI:fW, Bil', 

D 
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it seems to me that, if we are going to address the people of Great Britain, 
it is as well that we should have a somewhat clearer idea whom we are 
addressma when we attempt to formulate our requests. I was astonished 
to hear the Honourable Mover of the Resolution, Mr. Rangachariar, ex-
press the opinion that no interest was taken in Indian affairs in Great 
Britain and that indeed there were not more than sixteen members of 
Parliament who took an interest. in our affairs. It seemed to me, Sir, a 
remarlibly poor compliment at any rate to the other 176 members of t~e 
Labour Party to which reference has been made, and it seemed to me to ~e 
entirely contrary to facts of which I have personal knowledge. ~ t IS 
the use of setting up a false representation of the British people? Children 
attempt to draw a picture of a dragon and achieve a cross between a kitchen 
table and a cockscrew, and because they are not certain ,that the picture 
approaches reality, in order to show what they have drawn, they put under-
neath the drawing " This is a dragon". Well, Sir, there is as much 
resemblance between their picture and the reality as there is in Mr. Ranga-
ehariar's description of the British people with reference to'India. Having 
been recently at Home I have attempted to nnd out their interest in Indian 
questions, and the attitude of my fellow-countrymen towards this country. 
It is perfectly true that the ordinary man whom you meet does not pretend 
to any great knowledge of India, although, since the war, and I think it 

was one perhaps of the few good results of the war, many people 
I) P_1(. in Great Britain are acquainted with India, with its people, with 

its problems and are in a position to take a more sympathetic and under-
standing attitude towards such problems than their forefathers were. In 
the ordinary man whose knowledge is, as I have stated, limited, there is 
undoubtedly a feeling of great anxiety regarding India: indeed anxiety 
is expressed in all quarters in regard to what was not very long ago com-
monly referred to as the brightest jewel of the Crown. They are not quite 
sure as to how things are going on in this country. They hope for the best 
but they are not quite sure whether they will not have to pre-
pare for the worst. Turning to what I might call more informed 
opinion, let me admit at once, there are men who in the interest 
as they consider of their own country regard with indifference the prospect 
of the severance of the ties between Great Britain and India. That I m&v 
say was a phenomenon which I had not met as far as I could recollect oil 
previous visits which I happened to make to my own tr ~ Such men 
are not numerous but they represent a certain feeling that is growing. 
They allege two grounds. One is the political ground. The exponents 
of this theory say: 

"  W ~ find that our own affairs are far too much hampered by this connection. We 
are anXl?US to .see full ~reed  restored to ourselves in the political sphere. We regard 
our foreign polIcy as bemg deflected, unduly deflected, by this constant regard which we 
have to pay to feeling in India and to our responsibility for India." 

There wer-e others \\ ho base it on the economic ground, not out of any 
feeling of hostility to India but simply bellause so far from agreeing with 
Mr. Rangaohariar's view that opinion is indifferent to India, theY' felt that 
opinion at Home is too much attracted towards the East and the true 
i1lterests of the country hampered by its entanglements in the East, in 
Pa1estine, in Mesopotamia, and to my aRtonishment I found that amona 
these entanglements they were beginning to include India. They held t s~ 
VIews. as I have stated, not ~ ~e of, any ~ t  to India 'but because 
t ~ ·felt that· the East WaB dlVelting the attention of o'1,lr Go'v'em.ment at 
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Home and of our people from what was the real task, namely" the develop-
!nent of the Dominions and drawing closer those ties between the .~ 
country and the Dominions which they said were being perpetually strained 
by Indian questions; they wished for the earliest possible settlement of 
the question of our responsibilities towards this country. This, Sir, I hope 
will prove to be a small and negligible body of opinion, and I was glad to 
find that there were two very large schools of opinion which held very 
different views. In one case, those who hold these views are actuated by a 
deep feeling of attachment to India. They hased their feelings more on 
sentiment. They were attempting to get rid of every cause that might 
possibly create friction between the two countries, in the desire to go as far 
as possible in order to meet India and to help her; and let me say that 
among the most active workers in that cause were men who, as soldiers, 
as civil officers or as men of business have given their lives to India, and 
found in it their career and their inspiration. There is another large body 
of opinion; in fact I might say that it fonns the bulk of instructed opinion. 
The Englishman is always being accused of being unable to see motc than 
one side of the question. It is an accusation which is frequently brought 
against him in this country. But, Sir, tha\ has its purpose, it does service. 
There is one matter on which the Englishman can only see one side of the 
question, and that is that the highest possible fonn of Government for any 
community is full and respoJ;lsible self-government. But, while they hold 
that ideal, they are well aware that there is no categorical imperative in 
politics. It is the only system that they can conceive being worked. They 
are beginning to be afraid, however, when they hear of what is happening 
in India, that the rule is not universal, and that when Indians refuse to 
.vork the Reforms, it is not because of the defects in the Reforms but e s ~ 

they feel themselves incapable of working such a system, a system of 
democratic responsible self-government. While, Sir, holding that politic:u 
.faith, they do not confuse the means with the end; any form of Govern-
ment. is a meaIlS to an end,-the greatest happiness <:If the 
"eople, and they feel that by what is happening in India thev 
are going to be dragged into a conflict between their political faith and 
the sense of the awful responsibility with which they are charged t.owards 
the teeming millions of this country. Further, even as regards that res-
ponsibility, they feel that even wider responsibilitios rest. on them than 
before the war. It is not only their responsibility but they feel that they 
arc ref;ponsible to the rest of the world, to all those communities who have 
retained their sanity, that India shall not relapse into that pit from which 
so many of the countries of the world are at present struggling possibly in 
vain to ,emerge. It is no use answering them with rhetoric. They have one 
example before their eyes now to which possibly attention has not been 
drawn-certainly has not been largely drawn in this country. It is to II. 
I'o:lighbour of ours, China. Now, Sir, may I read one extract relating to 
that country wijich ~ d express more clearly than I can what it is 
that people at Home are apprehensive of. It runs as follows: 
.. Her condition may be summed up in the one word--anarchy. The tragedy of 

China is that her people fondly imagined in 1911 that Utopia was to be attained by the 
simple device of changing the form of Government without any corresponding change 
in the spirit and general outlook of the people: That is why we are witnessing to-day 
the reign of a despotism infinitely worse than the despot.ism in the worst davs of the 
Manchus, liecause the latter, with all their faults--and they had not a e ~t least 
wer" able to exercise the elementary function of a Government, the assertion of 
Authority, whereas the latter-day Pekin' Government' is powerless t~ govern anybody." 

You may say that they are wrong in having these apprehensions. What 
I wish to 'impress upon the House is that they exist and that it is not 
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mere rhetoric that will answer them. So far I have heard no answer 
which, in my opinion, would in the least convince the British people that 
those problems to which the Leader of the House made reference ~ere 
cl\Pable of immediate solution. (Diu'an Bahadur T. Rangachanar: 
.. Never, never ".) Now, Sir, there is one other point I should like to 
make as regards public opinion at home. I think I made it c!ear from 
what I have said that, while there are SOllle elements at home whlCh would 
be prepared to risk the future of India in England's interests, there is no 
school of thought of any kind which desires to delay the grant of ~  res-
ponsible Government to India one day later than it can be done WIth due 
regard to the interests of India itself. Now, Sir, that is the position, the 
feelings and apprehensions to which we pre8ent on this occasion the demand 
we are making-in terms such as " forthwith ", " immediately ", .. at an 
early date". They all mean the same and we rather resent the action of the 
Leader of the House in pointing out questions which have to be answered 
to justify them. But there is still more serious objection to the 
actual terms of the amendments which are now under consideration. 
What do thev amol>.nt to in t'fiect is thiR-and I omit all reference to 
details-that 'a scheme for carrying out the desire of the House as expres8ed 
to-day is to be prepared out here b:v a round table eonference or by dis-
cussion or by other means and it ~ to be placed be10re thIS Assembly for 
ratification and it is then to be presented to the British Parliament to be 
embodied in a Statute. Sir, since when has it been the custom of the 
British Parliament-the Mother of Parliaments-to have Statutes presented 
1':> it for sanction to be embodied iu a Statute? (Dr. H. S. GOU1': .. What, 
about Australia?") I do not believe that the Honourable Member has th.: 
slightest intention of making such a su,;gE:;tion, but with the wording of 
his amendment, what other opinion can be forIllud of it. (Honourable 
Members: .. What about Australia, South Africa and Ireland? r~ they 
net. precedents?") The British Parliament are to have no voice iIi this 
matter. I have heard no mention of bny suggestion that the British 
Parliament should be represented on any conference or any round table 
conference. (Sir Pur8hotamda8 Thalwrdas: .. They will have the final 
voice. ") But, Sir, I need not dwell on that point too much. I merely 
suggest that it is a matter of regret that the process of drafting and of 
arriving at the terms of the final Hesolution to be placed before this House 
could not be dealt with more carefully. There was, however, one thing 
which to-day had given me great comfort and that, was the announcement 
th&t the Leader of the House made RSto the steps which the Government of 
India propose to take. Now, Sir, I bel0ng to a province which has honestly 
attempted to worlr the Heforms. I was rather dii"appointed that my friend, 
Mr. Rangachariar, who comes from the same province, did not emphasise 
that fact in his speech. 'rhe one point to which he i0inted with pride was 
that the portfolio of law and order in th\l-t province bad been entrusted to 
an Indian Member Of. the Executive Council. I never supposed for a 
moment that my provmce cr,uld not produce from amongst the Indians 
e~t er in the ser ~e or ~ the p<?litical world men ~e of holding these 
high offices and dlschargmg theIr trust. But surely, SIr, the question is 
not whether a particular office has been entrusted to a particular man. 
Surely the question is whether in Madras we have been able to do some-
t ~ to a?vance India towards that goal at which we are. all aiming, and 
I claIm, SIr, that we have done so. I should be glad if Mr. Rangachariar 
bad also paid a tribute to the work of our Ministers and all those who 
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have supported them III Madras. I regard them as haviBg 
done most admirable work, but our one fear has been, Sir, 
that events elsewhere would crowd out the claims of Madras 
to recognition; that because Bengal has lapsed from sanity, our advance 
is to be jeopardised, or that our rate of progress is to be measured by that 
of the Central Provinces cart. Now, Sir, for that reason, I welcome the 
announcement of the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey. I do think there is 
wide scope for an inquiry on the lines he has indicated. No one is more 
anxious than we are in Madras that the present Government of India Act 
should have full scope and that, if the manner in which it has beea 
administered offers any obstacles to the full and proper working of that 
experiment UpOD which we are engaged, that that shall be investigated and 
removed as early as possible. We see in Maciras, and 1 am certain, though 
1 can only speak for myself, that a large nwnber, if not all the members 
of the services there will endol"se my words. We have the fullest confidence 
of the future in Madras Province, and we shall be willing to see all that 
can be done t.o carryon this e e~ e t to which we have been only too 
glad to lend our assistance, and I hope that the intentions of the Govern-
ment of Indh, when they come to be given effect to, will be carried out 
in no narrow and grudging spirit, but with ~ view to completing and making 
l,p.rfect as far as possible under the Act, this experiment, widening it, 
placing it on a broader basis if you like,' so that when 1929 does come, 
in Madras we shall be able to point to our record" with entire confidence. 
Now, Sir, I thmk that, although some of the speeches made this evening 
disappointed and discouraged me, there is reason to hope that, when the 
House thinks longer over it, they will see that there is much more in the 
offer made by the Leader of the House than they were at,mrst inclined tl) 
suppose. N:ow what is the natural line of progress in India? Is it possible, 
considering the far wider sphere of responsibility that is placed on the 
Central Government, that YOU can advance in the same l:leaSUre and at 
the same ,time in the Central Government as you can in the Provincial 
Government? That is a view of which you will find it very difficult to 
convince the people of Great Britain. There are two things we can do. We 
can accept, aud I hope we shall, the offer made by the Leader of Lhe 
House. From the very thoughtful speech which, not knowing him and 
possibly being misinfonned, rather surprised me, from Pandit Motilal 
Nehru, it seemed to me that his views were not so diverse from those 
which I have ventured to express as I anticipated. And I would earnestly 
a.sk him to consider whether this offer should not be accepted.. What i'.;; 
the alternative? I am afraid if we are going to enter upon t t rs~ 

which we all wish to avoid, that we shall lose !'lIght of the direct road of 
progress, and that we shall enter into a barren and possibly dangerous 
conflict with the authority from whom the POW€1"S of this Assembly arp 
derived. Sir, does anyone wish to plunge India back into the dangers 
and the confusions of the past few years? We in Madras do not. Mr. 
Rangachariar may rate the Industries Department above that of law and 
order. I can assnre him he will get very little s1\Pport in Madras for that 
view. We hav(' too much experience. We remember Malabar: we 
remember Perambur. We know the trouble we have had to face in the 
Agency. But, Sir, if we adopt t.healternative, is it not possible, if we are 
going to enter into a conflict-pursue the wrong line and enter into a conflict 
·of the kind which some of the !'lpeeches have indicated,-that we may do 
lerious harm t') India? Sir, I remember some years ago visiting the 
Kolar . Gold Fields in Mysore and being shown rouud ohe 01. the miD. 
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by the Chief Engineer. My attention was attracted . to a part of the 
mechanism for winding the cages up the shaft from depths of as much, 
1 think, as 3,000 or 4,00; feet. I asked him what this particular part of 
the mechanism was and he said: 
" That is our safety device; we take evel'y possible precaution but cases have been 

known where the steel cable has snapped, and when that happens not merely the cage 
with its occupants or contents is precipitated to the bottom but the whole machinery 
is wrecked." 

I said to him " Ha ve you ever tried your safety device?" He said 
" No, because it might not work. Then the whole machine would b" 
wrecked." Now, our position in India is very much the same. We have 
in the last few years put an immense strain on the machine. We have 
our safety device. We are not quite s r~  because we cannot experiment, 
that it will work under all circumstances. I would ask those who express 
so much anxiety to test or get rid of that safety device, if they feel quite 
sure that they know where they are goigg.· I can teU them this, that if a 
crash did come, when the dust had Subsided and the process of reconstruc-
tion had recommenced, it is not men of my race who would find any 
consolation in the fact that beneath the wreckage lay the reputations and 
the political aspirations of those .who precipitated the catastrophe. 

Mr. President: It appears to 'me that it will not be possible to conclude 
this debate 6atisfactorily to-day unless we sit very late to-night. A", 
Honourable Members with experience of the previous Assembly are aware, 
I am quite prepared to do so myself, but I think it is against the wishes 
of the House; and if the Honourable the Home Member can in any way 
meet what I tale to be the desire of the House, he might perhaps explain 
to us whether he has any proposal to make. 

The Honourable Sir :Halcolm -Bailey: I think that the state of husinesf; 
next week Will allow us to conLinue this discussion on a Government day. 
I would have suggested Monday, but I am r.ot sure how long the business 
on that day will last. Looking at the list of business, I think it will he 
safe to J,romise that if the House so desires, we can continue the discus-
bion after concluding the Government business on Wednesday next. 

1Ir. President: In that case I propose to adjourn the House now and 
the debate will be resumed on Wednesday next on the conclusion of Gov-
ernment business. 

ELECTION OF PANELS FOR STANDING COMMITTEES. 

ELECTION OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE FOR THE HOME DEPARTMENT. 

Kr. President: I have to announce that the following Members have 
been elected to serve on the Home Department Standing Committee: 

Mr. N. M. Samarth, 
Mr. S. C. Ghose, 
Sardar Ba.hadur Captain Hirs Singb, 
Mr. N. M. Dumasia., 
Diwan Bahadur T. Rangachariar, 
Mr. H. R. Dunk, 
Mr. K. Ahmed, 
Prince Akram Hussain, and 

•. Mr. B. C.-Roy. . 
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ELECTION OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE FOR THE DEPAR'piBNT OF INDUSTRIES 

AND LABOUR. 

JIr. President: Similarly, the following Members have been elected to 
the Standing Committee for the Department of Industries and Labour: 

1. Mr. N. M. Joshi, 

2. Seth Kasturbhai Lalbhai, 

3. Mr. B. C. Roy, 

4. Mr. Darcy Lindsay, 

o. Mr: E. G. Fleming, 
t\. Sardar Gulab Singh, 

7. Sir ~ rs t d s Thakurdas, 

8. Sir Campbell Rhodes, and 

9. Kumar Ganganand Sinha. 

• 
STATEMENT OF BUSINESS. 

Ilr. Preaident: The Honourable the Home Member desires to make an 
announcement regarding business for next week. 

The Honourable Sir Jlalcolm Hailey (Home Member): Sir, Govern-
ment propose that on Monday the 11th the Bills to amend the India.] 
Tariff Aot and the Indian Passport Act should be taken into considerati.')!l 
and the Bill to amend the Indian Income-tax Act should be referred to a 
Seleet Committee. It is proposed also to ask for leave to introduce a Bill 
amending the Criminal Law to provide for the protection of minor girls. 
On Wednesday the second reading of the Central Board of Revenue Bill 
will be taken. We also propose to take, after conclusion of Governmept 
business, the continuation of to-day's debate. On these two days any 
elections that may be necessary for the purpose of constituting the panels 
from which the Departmental Standing Advisory Committees are to be 
constituted will be held. Tuesday Ilnd Thursday are n.:>n-official days fo" 
Resolutions. The Resolutions to come for\\'-ard have aiready been settled 
by ballots, the results of which have been communicate3 to the Members of 
the House. 

The Assembly then adjourned till Eleven of the Clock on Monday, the 
11th e r~ r  1924. 

>4 
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